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ceipts is a major factor con- 
tributing to the increase in the 
Soviet Union's budget deficit, 
according to Harvard specialists 
on the Soviet economy. 
The country announced last 
week it expects to have a deficit 
of $!XI billion next year. 
Soviet leader Mikhail S. 
Gorbachev's campaign against 
excessive drinking may have re- 
/ duced government receipts by 
the equivalent of $32448 billion. 
b. 
' National 
d 
An estimated 1,000 demon- 
strators were arrested in 17 
cities last Saturday as they tried 
to close abortion clinics and stop 
employees and pregnant women 
from entering. 
The protests, organized by the 
New York-based Operation 
Rescue, were generally peaceful 
despite the arrests. 
The Scottsboro Board of 
Education passed a mandatory 
drug-testing policy for high 
school athletes, cheerleaders 
and any student suspected of 
drug or alcohol abuse. 
The policy requires athletes 
and cheerleaders be tested at 
the beginning of the season and 
at unscheduled times thereafter. 
It also mandates drug testing of 
students if school officials have 
"sufficient evidence to warrant 
a reasonable individual suspi- 
cion" of drug use. In such a case, 
a student's parent would be 
asked to sign a consent form for 
the testing. 
School superintendent John 
Balentine said "education alone 
is not enough. Just say no is not 
enough. The only thing that a 
child who is involved in drugs 
fears is being caught." 
&J I 
From Staff Reports 
h or the next three days JSU wi!l get into the "WHUP 
1'HOk splrit, with several different events scheduled. The 
second annual J-Day celebration will kick off a t  4p.m. today. 
k41g Wheel, a band from Chattanooga, Tenn., will be 
l ieadl~ri~ng the event on the quad. There will also be photo 
buttons, a recording studio, concessions, booths run by 
organ~zations and a tug-of-war between organizations. The 
[See J-DAY, Page 41 
J-Day events 
By JOEY LUALLEN members Dwain G. Luce, 
News Editor Tyrone C. Means and C.W. 
Three positions on the JSU Daugette expired in 1987. 
Board of Trustees have been *ccor d ing  to JSU 
vancant since January of this President J. McGee, 
year .  Gov. Guy Hunt will fill the 
The board is the governing positions by appointment. 
body of the university. I t  has McGee  said when Hunt  
one member from each of the makes his decisions on who 
eight congressional districts to appoint, it has be aP- 
in the state who serves for a proved by the Senate. The 
term of eight years. leg is la ture  convenes  in 
The t e r m s  of boa rd  [See SEATS, Pqge 41 
' ~ rus tee  seats vacant 
Winter one of first in scholars program 
By DENISE KEEFER 
Staff Writer 
What do a killer whale, the 
Colorado River, a soprano sax- 
ophone and a group of Russian 
singers have in common? They 
have all been featured on albums 
by the Paul Winter Consort. 
An internationally acclaimed 
musician and record producer 
and the founder of Liuing Music 
Records, Inc., Winter and his 
music combine elements of clas- 
sical, jazz, international folk and 
themes drawn from the environ- 
ment to create a strand of music 
with an almost cult-like follow- 
ing. 
Winter and his Consort will 
appear at  JSU Nov. 17, as part of 
the Eminent Scholars program, 
sponsored by the music depart- 
ment. At 1 p.m., Winter will 
present an open workshop. At 8 
p.m., the Paul Winter Consort 
will perform some of its best- 
known works. Both events will 
be in Mason Hall. 
Admission to both the work- 
shop and the performance are 
I free and open to the public. 
However, because seating in the 
performance center is limited to 
about 350 persons, the music 
department will issue tickets to 
the performance. These free 
passes ar; available through the 
office of the College of Com- 
munication and Fine Arts in Self 
Tickets will be issued on a first success of its album Canyon, 
come, first served basis. which was recorded in part dur- 
"Through music, " Winter ing three rafting excursions 
says, "the diverse cultures of n down the Colorado River. 
the world can find common Earlier albums, Common 
ground; "Living Music," as  the Ground, and Callings, featured 
name implies, is a vital medium other sounds of nature, including 
through which the cultural and the underwater calls of the 
natural environment unite." whales that swim off the coast of 
He adds he believes it is this Baja, Calif. 
world view that gives his music 
its international appeal. In 1984, Winter traveled to 
Active in Russia for the first time and fell 
causes, the Paul Winter Consort in love with the country's peace- 
was featured in Sierra magazine ful, natural beauty and its ten- 
in April 1986 following the early turies+ld folk musicians. 
In 1986, he returned to the 
Soviet Union to record and later 
tour with the Dimitri Pokrovsky 
Singers. Their joint album 
E=arthbeat was released world- 
wide on the Living Music label 
and in the Eastern European 
countries on Melodiya record- 
ings. 
The Paul Winter Consort and 
the Dimitri Pokrovsky Singers 
are scheduled to appear together 
several times in 1988 in both the 
United States and the Soviet 
Union. 
~ ~ 1 1 .  or they may be obtained by Gary Parker, freshman, gives b b o d  at Red Cross blood drive. On Oct. 2 4 ,  the drive netted 
147  pints. On Oct. 2 5  ,if +collecter! 165 , ,  fqr. it&&o*tqla pf ,$,l;L, p j ~ b $ ~ T b e + d d r ~ % ~ ~ k t e d . f h s ,  calling the at 231-5588. largest amou nt of blood since 1!3kb. 
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*Cumberland Law School is having its fall pre-law day Nov. 
18. Any student interested in attending Cumberland Law 
School would benefit from attending. To sign up, go by the 
political science department in 315 Martin Hall. For more 
information contact H.P. Davis, pre-law advisor, ext. 5650 or 
5651. 
*The 25th Annnal Holiday Bazaar sponsored by the Annie 
Forney Daugette Garden Club to maintain and beautify the 
park in the Jacksonville be a 'm'  
Saturday at the Jacksonville Recreation Center (one block east 
of the square) on Ladiga Street. 
There will be a bake table with homemade cakes and breads. 
gift boutique, Christmas ornament tree, green thumb table 
(plants, to include kitchen garden herbs), "white elephant" 
and used book table, silent auction and a sit-down snack bar. 
*An Adult Learners' Forum is scheduled for 3:30 p.m. 
Monday seminar room B on the 10th floor of the library. 
This will be a meeting to organize and begin the process of 
becoming a chartered organization. 
ALF is for those who feel they are older than most students 
in their classes, who are trying to balance a family and-or 
career with study, who feel they have forgotten how to study or 
take tests, and who feel they have more to do than time 
permits. 
For additional information contact Alice Mayes at 231-5020. 
*Undergraduate college women between the ages of 19-23, 
never married and of good moral charcter, are being sought to 
audition for the title of Miss Alabama Coed 1989. The winner 
will receive a cash award, a scholarship and will make 
personal appearances during the period of her reign. For an 
application or for additional information, send name and 
college mailing address to Wendy Veczko, Campus Director. 
Miss Coed American Program' 42W Baymeadows Road' 
Jacksonville, Fla. 32257 or call (904) 448-6927. 
*Omicron Delta Kappa, the national leadership honor socie- 
ty, is accepting applications for membership. The deadline for . 
turning in applications is Monday. Applications may be picked 
up from Vivian Wilkerson in the office of the vice president for 
business affairs in Bibb Craves, from the office of Bill 
Meehan, from Christopher Horsfield in the math department 
or from any officer. Please return all applications to 
Wilkerson. Applicants must have earned 64 semester hours and 
must have a 3.0 GPA. 
JSU -Troy game 'far-reaching' 
I would like to welcome new pendent presidential candidate 
senators Michelle Horton, Pat1-1- will speak here Monday in Mont- 
cia Harris and Phillip Attinger gomery Auditorium. He will be 
into the SGA. I am certain they doing a preelection analysis on 
will provide positive input into SGA President the individual candidates to de- 
the organization. termine how we (and America) 
Due to this week's activities, I will be affected. 
will save the Senator of the costume contest in between the We do not have the opportunity 
Week column On Michelle last two shows with cash prizes to talk topresidential candidates 
Watson until next week. for the winners. every day. This week we do. 
I hope everyone enjoyed the Saturday there will be a Come and ask questions. 
"We Can Make You Laugh" "Whup Troy Bar-B-Que" from 5 Speaking of the elections -- I 
comedy troup on Monday and p.m. until 6:30 p.m. It is spon- read recently that fewer people 
Tuesday,s movie Rambo III. sored by the SGA, alumni and are expected to vote in this 
~ o d a y  is J-Day on the Quad the Gamecock Club and will be election than any in recent 
from 4 p.m. until 7:30 P.m. in Montgomery Auditorium. years. I also read who they 
 here will be photo buttons, a At 7 p.m., the game will com- determined to be the most guilty 
recording studio, organizational menee. - 18 to 25-year-olds. Why? This 
booths, concessions, a tug-of- This game is the best rivalry election is the picture of con- 
war contest between organiza- in the Gulf South Conference and trast. It would appear one can- 
tions and a live band, Big Wheel. possible in Division I1 football. I didate would have positions to 
The pep rally will follow at 7 : 40 believe it deserves more media stimulate us to vote. NO one can 
p.m. at the stadium. attention than it actually gets. deny this election will be crucial 
Following the pep rally, the This game is far-reaching. At to those of us entering the job 
Bucks will perform a free con- an Alabama football game market during the next four 
cert at 8:30 p.m. in Montgomery earlier this year I sat by a Troy years. This is America. It's why 
Auditorium. graduate who swore he hadn't our grandparents fought to keep 
Tomorrow, the Rocky Horror missed a JSU-Troy game in nine us free. 
Picture Show will return for years. He lives in Greenville, The big losers in this race will 
three shows a t  5 p.m., 8 p.m. and S.C. I would encourage fans to not be the Republicans or the 
10:30 p.m. in Montgomery be loud and to make life tough Democrats. They will be the 
Auditorium. The 5 p.m. show for them. The eighth-ranked millions of potential voters who, 
will be non-participation (don't Gamecocks will be ready for the because of apathy, do not vote. 
thmw toast) for those who wish Trojans; so should we. GO VOTE! ! 
to see the movie. Thewwill be a John Anderson, former Inde- WHUP TROY! ! 
Counselor's advice offered 
b ro l l 1  C:l)C!j in detail, the basic process of cupational information is found 
For many people, making any decision-making can be out- in many forms. Check out the 
is Choosing a lined: Career Development and Coun- 
career is an involved process, if 1. Select the goal -- the most seling Services. 
one wishes to make the best famous recipe for rabbit stew 4. Evaluate all possibilities -- 
selection to satisfy all needs and begins "Catch the rabbit." project immediate and lo11g- 
interests. The essential element Sometimes the wrong animal is range outcomes. List advan- Four rece i ve honors in career development is de- put in the pot study the facts tages versus disadvantages, 
cision. carefully and ask key questions. Check motivations for each op- 
A decision is a choice of one 2. Explore alternatives -- this tion. 
From News Bureau Reports *Kimberly Culberson-White of from two or more alternatives. requires research into all 5. "Sleep on it" -- cliche de- 
Several members of the uni- Centre was given the depart- Each choice is made at a partic- feasible courses of action. scribing a mental process 
versity community have recent- merit of criminal Justice's ular point in time based on avail- 
ly received honors and awards. Charles Sullenger Award for able knowledge of opportunities 
*Martha G. Lavender, assis- being the distinguished graduate and awareness of personal in- 
tant professor of nursing, re- of the department for 1988. terests and abilities. 
ceived the doctor of science in White graduated in Dee. 1987 Drivers make twenty de- 
nursing from the University of with a major in corrections and cisions per mile, according to 
Alabama in Birmingham. a minor in sociology. traffic researchers. Most de- 
A native of Gadsden, Lavender Sullenger is a retired assistant cisions in life do not come that 
received an associate degree in professor of criminal Justice. fast or become so habitual. Ca- 
nursing from Gadsden State Jun- *William Tracy Ervin of reer decisions relate significant- 
ior College in 1975 with honors. Heflin became the first recipient ly to future success and happi- 
In 1979, she received a bachelor of the newly established A.W. ness. 
of science in nursing from the Bolt scholarship. Ervin, a While types of decisions differ 
JSUCollege of Nursing, gradu- freshman, was nominated 
By Wearing One Of Our 
ating with distinction. Lavender through the Education Par EX- 
received a master of science in cellence program in Anniston. New GAMECOCK Heads! 
pediatric nursing in 1984 from Bolt, an Anniston attorney, 
UAB. She received the doctor of established the program with a 
science in maternal-child nurs- $10,000 contribution. The Pro- 
S t o p  By T o  Che4.k Them 
ing from the UAB School of gram will assist local high 
Nursing in August. school students who have dem- 
Lavender has been an assis- onstrated outstanding academi 
tant professor here since Sept. 1, ability. Interest from the mone 
1984, teaching many of the pro- will provide tuition assistance. #3 College Center* 435-2230 
... fessional nurslng courses., [ S e e  HOil iOl iS~  # .  . Page . 41 
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Special discounts for play 
From Drama Department is w. College students are re- will also be $1. The regular 
The first performance of the quired to show a validated, pic- military ticket price is $3. 
drama department's production ture identification card from the Military personnel, including 
of "Noises Off" will feature college or university they at- dependents, are eligible and are 
special discounts for selected tend. asked to bring their valid mili- 
groups. tary identification card. 
On opening night, Nov. 17, the On the =me night, the depart- Advance reservations for this 
department will recognize all merit will pay tribute to the special discount performance 
students in the area, including military personnel in the area, are strongly encouraged and can 
university, public and private including all branches of of the made by calling the theatre 
school students. Student ad- service, both active duty and box office weekdays between 
mission on this night will be $1. reserve and guardsmen. The 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., at  
The regular student ticket price military admission on this night 231-5648. 
' SGA sponsors 
Anderson Monday 
News Bureau Reports 
o r  P e s i d e n t l a l  
candidate John Anderson - -  
who originally ran  a s  a 
Republican and then revived 
Wallace.s American 
independent party eight 
years ago - -  will speak at  7 
p.m. Monday in the Man- 
tgomery Auditorium. 
His address is entitled 
"Countdown 1988: A Last 
Minute Look At Presidential Part-time job market booming Admission Polit c  and is free, The and Issues.9* sign 
From CPS and unwilling to add permanent To win student workers language be provided 
btaff Keports employees, but may  be able back from higher-paying off- the hearing impaired. An- In 1980, Anderson r an  a s  a n  
r h e  part-time job market  to hire workers on a tem- campus employers, Arizona dersOn is sponsored by the Independent candidate for 
l l aL lonwlde  for  college porary basis to see if a job is S ta te  Univers i ty  r a i s e d  SGA. the presidency and received 
students is booming this fall, really needed." minimum pay for some jobs approximately seven percent 
placenlent specialists have Jane Miller, a jobs ad-  to $4.02 per hour, from $3.61, Anderson says little has of the popular vote or around 
reported in recent weeks. min i s t r a to r  a t  and to 69-22 some other changed since his failed bid six million votes. ~~d~~~~~ 
N a t i o n w i d e ,  " co l l ege  State ag reed  jobs, said student aid Offical for the White House eight has spent the laat seven 
students should be able to Some companies like to "test Richard Cons. Years ago .  Call ing the years  a s  a visiting professor 
llnd plenty oi part-time and drive" a job by it with "The changes a r e  presidential  nominat ing  of political science a t  
entry-level full-time jobs," a student. Cons reported. process "a floating four-year u n i v e r s i t i e s  i n c l u d i n g  
sald Vicky Bohman of Other f i rms are  wooing They haven ' t  worked trap game'' and "an almost s t an fo rd ,  University of 
Manypower, Inc., the New- for  eve rywhere '  Just three irrationalwayofgoingsbout Illinois,~randeisUniversity 
kork  based t empora ry  demogra~h ic reasons -  weeks into the year, Iowa the business of choosing a and Bryn M~~~ college. 
employment agency which 1" Long Beach,  Calif . ,  State University r an  out of national leader,w h d e r s o n  
released a survey of such "nobody was applying for work-study funds because i t  jobs the last week of Sep- J O ~ S  l and)  1 turned to the had tried to cure a n  on- For further information, 
ten) ber . schools to locate applicants," campus labor shortage by scrutinize the contact the SGAoffice a t  231- 
~~t Anne (ioddard, who explained J.C. Penny's JO raising work-study pay by 20 the democratic process' 
works with CDCS and helps Maxwell, who added she did percent, ISU administrator 
students find part-time jobs, So re luc tant ly  because  Janie Barnett said. 
sald locally the part-time job s tudents  genera l ly  a r e n ' t  
market is competitive. " ~ f  available during her peak The University of New 
they (students looking for a Christmas season. Mexico, moreover, had to cut  
part-time job) a re  persistent Maxwell's not the only one. 200 on-campus work-study 
and patlent, they can find a "There a re  increases every jobs because i t  had to pay 
l o b . . . ~ u t  this is a small year" in the number of part- students more to compete 
town.' time job offers to students, with off-campus job offers. 
Goddard sa id  seve ra l  Said California S ta te  Kent  S t a t e  Universi ty 
businesses in Anniston,  U n i ~ e r s i t y - L o n g  B e a c h  w o r k - s t u d y  o f f i c i a l s ,  
Oxford and Gadsden contact p l acemen t  official Tony meanwhile, did not raise 
her to help them find Hedge. wages, and reported they 
workers. She added that  "In New York," Bohman can' t  fill their on-campus 
people with means of tran- added!  "the s tuden t  work-study positions because 
sportat ion have  a be t te r  populat ion decl ined 21 students a re  opting to take 
chance of locating a part- percent between 1970 and off-campus jobs that  pay 
time job. 1980. There are  just fewer more. 
Bohm an and others thank ~ o l l ~ g e - a g e  workers." All of that,  of course, tends 
several  t rends  for  the  The competition for them to be grea t  news for the 4.6 
nationwide boom. has helped push up wages million-some students who, 
She cited a decline in the and,  in some places, left according to a 1984 Carnegie 
number  of  young people campuses themselves unable Foundat ion  for the Ad- 
nationwide--creating a labor to find enough students to fill vancem e n t  of Teach ing  
shortage of firms that  have their  own p a r t - t i m e  survey, work part-time. 
always hired college-aged positions. Other, more recent sur- 
workers- -and even some The result has been long veys hint that  a s  many a s  
corporate unce r t a in ty  a s  
causes of the job market  
boom. 
"As the ( economic )  
outlook improves," Bohman 
sald, "the employer may  be 
INCORPORATED 
Anniversaries Frid ay November 4 
For Details & Appointments 5:00 p.m.-Nan-Participation Show 
4 Thursdav. November 3.1988. The Chanticleer 
The sociology depar tment  
fall  s e m e s t e r  s c h o l a r s h i p  
was recently awarded to 
anthropology s t u d e n t  Lee  
Pierce. 
Pierce , a senior biology 
major,  participated in two 
archaeological excavations 
this  p a s t  s u m m e r  a n d  
currently works in the Ar- 
I Pierce gets scholarship 
c h a e o l o g i c a l  R e s o u r c e  
Laboratory. 
N a m e d  O u t s t a n d i n g  
Students in Anthropology for 
1987-88, Pierce is also active 
in the Archaeology Club, 
CED receives Network's A-Team award 
Biology Club and the Baptist 
Campus Ministries. 
F rom NewsBureau Keports 
'I'iie Ce~i te r  for Economic 
Development was recognized 
by t i o v .  Guy Hunt a s  the 
recipient of the 1988 Alabama 
Leadership Network A-Team 
Award in a special ceremony 
Oct. 28. 
P a t  W. S h a d d i x ,  C E D  
d i r e c t o r ,  a n d  c o n f e r e n c e  
coordinator Mark F a g a n  of , 
the depar tment  of sociology, 
represented JSU and  ac -  
cepted the award  on behalf of 
the CEL). The ceremony was  
held a t  t h e  M o n t g o m e r y  
Second  Annua l  A l a b a m a  
Leadership Network A-Team 
Conference. 
The Alabama Association 
of Realtors,  Inc., selected the 
Center based on the Center 's  
special project "Attracting 
Civic Center a s  p a r t  of the  
'There has been a tremendous response both in Alabama and other 
states concerning this conference." - Shaddix 
Retirees to Alabama." 
The project included a n  
Oct. 24-25 conference a t  the 
Oxford Holiday Inn which 
brought together speakers  
from banking, real  es ta te ,  
the re t i rement  industry and  
presenters  who have helped 
develop programs  to a t t rac t  
retirees to other regions of 
the South. 
"We feel i t  is a g r e a t  honor 
to be receiving this award,"  
S h a d d i x  s a i d .  "Our 'At -  
t r a c t i n g  R e t i r e e s '  c o n -  
terence is the first  of i ts  kind 
in Alabama.  As far a s  we 
Part-time know, only one other has  [Continued From P a g e  31 been held in the country tha t  
addresses  the importance of 
Council of Higher Education The jobs they do, of course,  Anheuser-Busch, Monsanto, however, everyone seems  to e c o n o m  i c  d e v e l o p m  e n t  
in Richmond, Va. r a n g e  f r o m  those l ike McDonnel l  D o u g l a s - - a r e  want  to hire a student this potential a s  a result  of a t -  
babysittlng to retail sales to located in the St. Louis fall. t r a c t i n g  r e t i r e e s  to  
The percentage m a y  be g e n e r a l  l a b o r  to a u t o  a r e a ,  " Whit ted s a i d .  E v e n  Ann T h o m p s o n ,  relocate." 
even h i g h e r .  At t h e  "Employment opportunities herself a Cal State-Long " T h e r e  h a s  b e e n  a 
Univers i ty  of Missour i -  mechanics to telemarketing. with these companies a r e  Beach senior who recently tremendous response both in 
Columbia ,  s t u d e n t  work  increasing." s tar ted a secretarial  service,  Alabama and other s ta tes  
assignmentcoordinator Judy O t h e r s  a r e  m o r e  s u b -  "Major employers trolling wanis to hire a college concerning this conference. 
Whitted estimates a s  m a n y  s t a n t l a l ,  u ~ a n y  o f  the the Michigan State campus  student to work with her.  k a g a n  h a s  done  a 
a s  80 percent of the students for students to hire also "College s t u d e n t s , "  s h e  'em a r k  a b l e  job in  
there work. country's major  employers-- sometimes bring on students said ,  "are glad for a job tha t  developing the monograph 
tull-tlme after graduation, accomodates their schedule. and is fas t  becoming a n  
MSU's Miller added. 'rhey may  take less pay ( for  authority on retirees and  Seats a flexible job) than another the i r  e c o n o m i c  i m p a c t , "  
Whatever  t h e  job ,  worker.M Shaddix said .  ( Continued From Page  11 
February 1989. reappointment. D a u g e t t e  
Mctiee said he did not dled Oct.2. 
know who would be ap-  Hunt was  touring in t h ~  
pointed by the governor, but state and his press  office sald 
We'llBeOpen From 
said Luce and Means had his  w a s  u n a v a i l a b l e  for 
been r e c o m m e n d e d  fo r  comment .  4 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
[Continued From P a g e  lj 
pep rally for Saturday's g a m e  between JSU and Troy State is 
a t  7: 40 in the stadium. A concert  a t  8: 30 p.m. in Mon- 
tgomery Auditorium will follow the pep rally. On Friday the 
Rocky Horror Picture  Show will be shown a t  5 p.m.,  8 p.m. 
and 10: 30 p.m. in the Montgomery Auditorium. The 5 p.m. 
show is a non-participation show. From 5 p.m. until 6: 30 
p.m. Saturday, a "Whup Troy. Bar-B-Que" sponsored by the 
SGA, Calhoun County Alumni and the Gamecock Club, will 
take place in Montgomery Auditorium. The Gamecocks, 
ranked No. 8 in the national Division I1 college football poll, 
will take on Troy State University a t  7p .m.  
Honors [Continued From Page  21 
*William L. Palya received a tive of the research is to con- 
research grant from The Na- tribute to the development of a 
tional Foundation entit led 
"Bipoloar Control in Interfood model of an organism's adaption 
Intervals." The long-term objec- to the environment. 
Advice 
(Continued From P a g e  21 
proven to work. Let the decision One must work hard a t  making 
have an incubation period. decisions. Ralph Waldo Emer- 
6. Choose - all life is a risk; son said, "Thinking is the 
each undertaking has its own hardest thing in the world to 
uncertainties. Be prepared to do." Prepare for the decision- 
live with the results of a bad making process. CDCS in 107 
decision. Fortunately, most Bibb Graves can supply in- 
wrong decisions can be revoked formation, strategies and sup- 
and made again. The learning port. Opportunity is a decision 
process includes failure. waiting to be made. 
. -  . .- - * - - -  . - . 
Show Your Spirit With A 
"Wh up Troy!" S ticker or T-S hirt 
JSU CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
Theron Montgomery Bldg. 
231-5283 
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I Photo by JOEY LUALLEN I I Alice Mayes talks with adult learners. An adult learners forum is scheduled for 3:30 n .m.  Mondav on the 10th floor of the library I 
Sat anism subject of seminar 
- 
kiospltal in ~ ~ d ~ d ~ ~ ,  a warning signs of Satanism. b run, h e w s  Bureau Itcports 
1 ,  d e p a r t m e n t  01 recognized expert who has 
sttclology w 111 sponsor a performed a n  intensive study Her presentation will include 
on the topic, will speak about a multimedia show. 
plugrani on batanism a t  3: 15 local instances of Satanism 
- - 
p.111. Nov. 9 in 313 Brewer 
Ilall. 'l'he public is invited. and discuss how to recognize For further information, 
people who may be involved. contact the department of 
Myra Bolwn, ~ t .  View Llolton will also discuss the "ciology a t  231-5781. 
W ~ B R C 6 ~ S E M S  
AIMLPAY)KCVb3KNCLlMWSWXO'REOUDPOOC' 
RJRKL* CLARKSON LlW NEESON W KIM hWX BY W O  XHKI(1N X R E E N R A Y  BY S T M  S+WCW 
STC#BYSIMYWIONhCMiKPVJLSON&S*N]YYVIW m-1 PnoWcED BY MMDVNDES M C E D  W axKn V*N HORN .-.--r-~@ 
=zzEs' I 
7 & 9:JO p.m. showings 
1.00 Admission 
- 
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I Expense of whales' I rescue not wasted 
Recent editorials in newspapers across the nation questioned 
the time and effort put into freeing three whales trapped in an 
ice floe off the coast of Alaska. 
"Couldn't that money be used to save human beings instead 
of animals?" 
In a sense the money (by one estimate $1 million of U.S. 
, government money alone) was used to save human beings. It 
worked to improve relations between diverse groups. Im- 
proved relationships can only mean things will be better for 
human lives. 
The situation last week in which two whales were saved from 
certain death found several opposing groups working together: 
Greenpeace and the oil-drilling industry, the U.S. and Soviet 
governments, and the Eskimos and the U.S. government and 
the Soviet government and the oildrilling industry and 
Greenpeace. 
Environmentalists said the California gray whales' entrap- 
ment was nature's way of decreasing the whales' numbers. 
They said the situation was not a catastrophic event. 
Maybe the two whales saved from a natural death will help 
to make up for the immeasurable number that died from 
unnatural deaths. 
An editorial cartoon a week ago in the Chanticleer is 
probably right on the mark. It insinuates that after the whales 
are helped out of the ice by men, other men will be there to kill 
them. 
The situation of the rescue soon turned from an environmen- 
tal one to a political one. When Greenpeace arrived on the 
scene, the oil industry, a big adversary of the environmental 
group, saw its chance and seized it. It donated large equipment 
to remove the ice around the whales' breathing hole. 
I The industry, usually admonished for destroying animal life, found itself being praised for aiding this rescue. I 
The U.S. government, always looking for ways to improve its 
image, was one of the first to offer assistance. National Guard 
helicopters moved equipment and rescuers to @e area. 
It was eventually the Soviet Union that came away from the 
situation looking the proudest. Two Soviet ice-breakers bashed 
through a heavy ice floe, the only obstacle standing between 
the whales and a trip south. 
The entire operation showed it is possible for these extreme- 
ly different groups to work together, successfully, for a cause. 
Perhaps in the future these groups can remember they 
succeeded in this endeavor and work to succeed in others, 
whether for the environment or for human rights. 
For what it's worth 
Campaign issues summarized 
This week's Chanticleer is *The Economy - Dukakis' 
dedicated to two very important plan to reduce the deficit begins 
issues: "Whup Troy Week" and with improving tax enforce- 
the presidential elections. Owens ment, while Bush plans to place 
For the first, we have a spe- ~ d i t o r l n ~ h i d  a flexible freeze on spending. 
cia1 center spread dedicated to Both say they will not increase 
the long-standing rivalry be- taxes, although Dukakis has said 
tween the two schools. The spe- he would as  a last resort 
cial spread was put together by *Defense and Foreign Policy Dukakis favors a minimum 
our outstanding sports depart- - Michael Dukakis favors ending wage increase to $4.55, while 
ment, and I can only add WHUP nucQar weapons testing and en- Bush does not. 
TROY! 
As for the second issue, the 
editorial and op-ed pages are 
dedicated to the task of trying to 
convince students to get out and 
vote. 
One of the things hindering a 
strong turn-out on election day is 
the lack of clarity on just exactly 
where each candidate stands on 
the issues facing us in the future. 
The National Student Cam- 
paign for Voter Registration 
prepared a chart outlining each 
candidate's stand on several key 
items of the race. The sources of 
these come from the candidates' 
position papers from each par- 
ty's national platform and from 
reports in The New York Times 
and m e  Washington Post. 
The following is a summary of 
this chart. 
forcing tougher economic sanc- 
tions against South Africa, while 
George Bush favors increased 
funding for the Strategic De- 
fense Initiative (Star Wars), the 
MX missile, production of 
chemical weapons, and military 
aid to the Nicaraguan contras. 
.The Environment - Both plan 
to deal with acid rain by reduc- 
ing annual sulfur dioxide 
emissions, and both want to ban 
ocean dumping by 1991. They 
also agree on offshore oil drill- 
ing for non-sensitive area and 
increasing safety standards in 
nuclear reactors. Their dis- 
agreement comes in the Clean 
Water Act, which Dukakis sup- 
ported renewal of while Bush 
agreed with President Ronald 
Reagan's veto. 
*Civil Rights - Dukakis favors 
the Equal Rights Amendment 
and a universal voter regis- 
tration act. Bush is in favor of a 
constitutional amendment to 
prohibit abortion. 
*The Family - Dukakis favors 
federally assisted child care, 
while Bush supports a tax credit 
for working parents. Both say 
they support increasing federal 
student loans, and Dukakis 
wants to see guaranteed basic 
health insurance for this coun- 
try. 
The NSCVR is a non-partisan 
group dedicated to getting stu- 
dents registered. 
It is extremely important that 
everyone who is registered turn 
out to vote Tuesday. Do yourself 
a favor and cast a ballot. 
Letters to the Editor S ~ O W  me on a campus map 
our cafeteria staff. They deserve where it was. When I arrived Marriott staff praised a note p,ise. there, I was told that I had come 
Sincerely, to the wrong building and that I Many students around campus Dianna King must see my counselor first to 
are always complaining about make my schedule. 
the food at Marriott.1, however, So I thought "wow! " I'm going 
believe if one looks a t  the Student likes treatment in circles to get to the right 
ation in the proper perspective, place and everyone is still con- 
he e d ~ ~  the luxury dining I was elated when 1 found out siderate. 
there. how Jacksonville's adminis- Finally I got my schedule 
Weigh the Other tration dealt with me so cooper- worked out and it Was placed in 
natives such as: having to cook atively when I began my late the computer. Then I started (or as  I do, burn) one's own food, registration. back for the dorm thinking about 
waiting in line at It started first in the adminis- how Worse registering Could pay an inflated price for a tration office when I asked the have been. NOW, with a Smile On 
Or starving! and one re- secretary where would I go to my face I said to myself this 
alizes that even On bad 
register. She politely directed must be the Friendliest Campus 
when the are 'lightly On me to the Communication Build- in the South. 
the side, MarriOtt pro- ing. She also went so far as  to K e ~ e t h  J. Collins 
duces a nice meal in a good 
- 
i 
atmosphere. 
Wendy Willingham 
I am writing to give praise to 
the Marriott cafeteria The 
students are very fortunate. We 
are offered a large variety of 
selections at each of our daily 
meals. Not only is there a varie- 
ty offered, the food is very tasty. 
If someone does not prefer one 
of the ma,or he can 
always go to the grill and get a 
hamburger. I am very. proud of 
~ r i l C P C 1 . * C ~ I r * ~ 1 . . * ( I ~ ~ I * * ~ C - ~ r a ~ - L C . * ) Z C I - - = ~ * ~ . * . d . L - - - ' - ~ -  
I # 
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unlvorryl opproprhtiono and dwntidng revenue. Ob&er are louted in 
Theron Montgomery Student Commono Building 
Lett- to the editor u e  d o m e d .  oubmbdono mud be typed 
or neatiy printed, double spaced, s m e d  m d  must not 300 
words. inphz+ c o m m m ~  ate wdwmed. For ddaik contoct the Editor 
AU wbmiwtons muat carry 0 student number or hculty identification, 
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Editorial opinion 
Voting important right to exercise 
This country was based on the We are the leaders of tomor- unwillingness to make the effort 
idea of freedom. Our constitu- row. Eventually, young people of to become better informed. 
tion gives us many freedoms. A today, maybe even someone we Students did voice concern 
very important freedom is the have gone to school with will be about the credentials of the can- 
right to vote. running the country. didates and were concerned 
For years all types of people Each person has his or her about who would be running our 
fought for the right to vote. own reliable excuse for not vot- country for the next four years. 
Today we do not face such prob- ing to fall back on. Some of these But if previous voter figures are 
lems. Every U.S. citizen over include "I do not have time," or any indication, there will not be 
the age of 18 has the privilege to maybe, "I do not really care who enough concern to create an 
make the personal decision of is elected; my one vote will not increase in turn-out. 
We should realize that whoev- whom to vote for. make a difference anyway." 
Millions of people do not ex- Most students do not believe er  is chosen to be the president 
ercise their rights. Young and their vote will make an impact will be making the decisions for 
old alike come up with hundreds in the elections. N every Ameri- our country when we are just 
of excuses each year for not can thought this way, no one beginning our careers. The next 
voting. Why do we give up our would show up a t  the voting four years will be crucial to our 
rights we fought so hard to ob- booths in November. lives and futures, yet we seem to 
tain? Most young people do not think be less interested in this election 
According to statistics re- their votes are being solicited by than ever. 
leased by the National Student politicians, but this should not 
Campaign for Voter Regis- hinder them from exercising The really sad part of the 
tration, there are 27 million their rights. whole situation is analysts are 
eligible college-age persons in Most students asked about the now saying the youth vote could 
this country, yet only a little political issues of today did show swing this election any direction 
more #an half this number is an interest in the platforms each We wanted it to if We would only 
actually registered to vote. And candidate is running on. Many, turn out to vote. All we have to 
fewer #an that actually take the however, were unsure of exactly do is go to the polls, and whether 
time to register. where each stands on issues we voted for the same candidate 
In fact, less than 41 percent of such as budget deficits, min- or not, we could determine the 
all 18 to ?&year-olds voted in imum wage hikes, foreign poli- outcome of the election. 
the 1984 elections. cy, student aid and a whole It is by now too late for anyone 
to register for this election. The How many JSU students ac- range of other questions. 
tually vote in the presidentia! important thing now is for those 
elections every four years? ~ 1 -  This is partly due to the nature who are registered to go to the 
though no exact figures can be of the campaign, with all the polls. Patriotic duty aside, it is 
tabulated, it to reason the negative rhetoric being slung by our future We are deciding. We 
national trend would hold up both sides. But it is also partly should each take the part offered 
here. due to the lack of initiative and us in the decision. d 
@JI ! We a bmNA II~TB TOR? ( \im? NE? ? ININK +NEILE W+R I D L ~ !  
DIP YDU UYL MY I N  +k PRIMRMS? / 
YES ... sd-  L D I D N I ~  MA& I+, 
.'r \i 
> 
< 
, 
THEN \IN kt ~t bbt - fh \I& .k fi~fi. 
Don Bennett 
j 
TV TONIGHT See Channel Box, Page 4 
Ent. Who's the Roseanne Campatgn: The Cholm -- A News Bensten 90 Minutes of Dukakis ABC iE Q Dukentght Duke? w/ Kttty 'Frontline' T~rne Special wtth the Duke x X x Q Nightline 
6ABC News Wheel of Who's the Roseanne Canpa~gn: The Choice -- A N e w  90 Minutes of Dukakis Q Dukakis Duke? w/Kltty "Frontline' Time Special wtth the Duke XQ Nightline 
News Wheel of Unauthorized Biography The Secret Identity of News Mlke 
40 CBS 
Miami 
Q Dukakis Mtchael Dukak~s Mike the Rtpper Court M e  X 
13 NBC W E  Dukakts Worshtp: Expos~ng the Democrat's Midnight Caller News D'U'K'E Barney B~~~ 01 Q Today Underground x Duke Campaign Dukakis ~uke 's  on 
~uslness the ~ c ~ e t ~ i ~ e n r e r  unso~veo UUKB OT I n a r z y  -,naror (off air) 
10 PBS RP~.  Record Newshour Voter Loss Bensten Q World x 
Q to 5 ~ukakis & Movls- "Raid on Bush' Mov~e: -** 'Helter Skeiter' World of Dukakis 
9 TBS Son (1971, Drama) Richard Burton, John Colicos. XXI( Docu-drama of the 88 campaign Q 
Q \ x g  
Duke 
WGNX S I ~  & Dukak~s Movte: *** "Hallo-Duke' Best of Best of Dukelight Barney Van Duke ~ ~ l l ~ ~  XQ (1978) Jan18 Lee Curtls, Donald Pleasence. x Michael Michael Zone Dukakis Show 
cosby, Kitty & HWPY Dukes M. D. The L Duke's Michael Downey Jr. 
12 WOR Jackson Allie Law Q Team Landing 
and 
~ ~ k a k ~ ~  Newduke Polltlcal Newlyduke Land L Donahue w/ All in the Dukakb Jackson ~~b 
11 TTO Show ~ e u d  ~ a n e  Kitty Dukakls' and Son and Son 
~ ~ l l ~ ~  
i Q x 
x Location of Dukakis' five minute commercials 
Don Bennett 
- - L 
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Campus Life/Entertainment 
Shakespeare Festival's new home 'finest in the land' 
BY ELISE TILLMAN work of Italian architect Andrea 
Entertainment Editor Palladio, a contemporary of 
"We have built a theater sec- Shakespeare. The site is a 250- 
ond to none to provide the finest acre private estate called the 
Shakespeare in this land and Wynton M. Blount Cultural 
beyond," said Winton M. Blount, Park. The estate is designed to 
the fine arts patron who con- resemble an English country 
tributed $21.5 million to build the park and features a lake with 
Carolyn Blount Theater, home of swans. 
the Alabama Shakespeare Festi- The complex is home to two 
val. theaters, each of which is spe- 
Blount is a corporate business cially designed to be intimate 
man with an interest in raising and to provide for easy ac- 
cultural awareness of the arts. cessibility to all areas of the 
"The presence of cultural ac- auditorium for the handicapped. 
tivities is a potent force in help- There is even an infrared sound 
ing to make the city attractive to enhancement system for the 
a new breed of college graduates hearing impaired. 
and younger people who have a 
strong social and cultural The Festival Stage seats 750, 
awareness," he =id, " ~ t  is a is a modified thrust stage, and is 
matter of making our communi- adaptable for proscenium thea- 
tv a better dace to live for those ter use. The Octagon theater 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
of us who take great pride in 
calling it home." 
The ASF is a 17-year-old, na- 
tionally acclaimed professional 
repertory theater company 
founded in Anniston in 1972 by 
Martin L. Platt. It was moved to 
Montgomery in 1985 when the 
Carolyn Blount Theater was 
ready for partial occupancy. It is 
one of the largest regional thea- 
ters in the U.S. and, thanks to its 
new home, is one of a very few 
year-round Shakespeare festi- 
vals in the U.S. 
The theater complex is a 
modern interpretation of the 
may be used as an arena, thrust, 
or proscenium, and seats 225. 
Ten different masterpieces, 
both classics and contemporary, 
are to be performed during this 
17th season for the ASF. 
Located in the lobby of the 
theater complex is a replica of 
John Quincy Adam Ward's 19th- 
century statue of William 
Shakespeare which is located in 
New York's Central Park. The 8- 
foot-tall bronze replica took five 
months to complete and was 
dedicated i n b ~ a y  1987 as a per- 
sonal gift from Winton and 
Carolyn Blount. 
Charles Dickens' A Christmas 
New theater lights the way for year-round drama season for A S  F 
Carol opens the season Dec. 2 on 
the Festival stage. Beginning 
Dec. 7 a t  the Octagon is Steel 
Magnolias. 
Romeo and Juliet plays on the 
Festival stage beginning Feb. 16 
while Bernard Shaw's Candida, 
the story of a young poet's love 
for a clergyman's wife, begins in 
the Octagon Feb 15. 
Shakespeare's Much Ado 
About Nothing takes the Festi- 
val Stage beginning March 2. 
Christopher Hampton's Les 
Uncle Green's album reminiscent 
of Beatles' harmony, U2's guitar 
By C. A. ABERNATHY 
Music Writer 
The members of the Atlanta- 
based Uncle Green have been 
together for eight years, "since 
high school," they say. 15 
Dryden is their second album. 
Its all-original, progressive up- 
tempo songs, remiscent of the 
Beatles' harmony, evoke mental 
images much like R.E.M., but 
retain an urgency through 
guitars very similar to U2's 
more popular songs. 
Earlier this semester, 1,300 
people saw their show a t  the 
cover songs a t  (frat) parties." 
"Make Something HappenWis 
very light with what it tries to 
say, as  the title implies. "Com- 
plicated" sounds much like 
Crowded House, with its use of 
acoustic guitars and melodic vo- 
cals. "That Must Be The Way" 
deals with confusion, that must 
be the way with everyone/ 
'cause that's the way it is with 
me. 
"Bad Dream No. 4" explains 
itself. "Red Tape" is the most 
pop-style song of the album, and 
would fit comfortably with mu- 
sic on most FM stations. These 
Disappointment," a ballad ac- 
centing Bill Becker's solo on 
bass and spotlighting the harmo- 
ny of Becker, Matt Brown 
(guitar, vocals) and Jeff Jenson 
(guitar, vocals). Pete McDade is 
superb on drums as songs 
progress from fragile ballads to 
bouncy tunes like, "It's All Corn- 
ing Back," "Looking For The 
Words To Say" and "Washday." 
C l o s i n g  t h e  r e c o r d  i s  
"Bruteforce," which says 'you 
can't just complain/ that nobody 
cares/ you can't go saying that/ 
Sigma Nu house, where they tracks are also very danceable. they are going to get their's.. .or 
played a few cover songs. They the whole world aoes down on 
Liaisons Dangereuses begins 
March 1 in the Octagon. Set in 
pre-Revolutionary France ,  
Hampton's drama relates the 
power  g a m e s  of bo red  
aristocrats. 
Edmond Rostand's Cyrano de 
Bergerac takes the Festival 
Stage April 20. The Octagon fea- 
tures Eric Overmyer's On the 
Verge or The Geography of 
Yearning beginning April 19. 
The season  ends  with 
Shakespeare's Pericles, Prince 
of Lyre beginning July 8 on the 
Festival 
Fugard's 
to Mecca 
Octagon. 
Stage, and Athol 
new drama The Road 
beginning July 7 in the 
Tickets are available through 
the ASF box office (277-BARD) 
and FASTIX outlets (1-800-637- 
FAST) located in Parisian and 
Belk Hudson stores. For more 
information call 277-BARD. 
Tickets range in price from 
$10 to $25 with special discounts 
for groups, senior citizens, stu- 
dents and military personnel. 
(L-R) Decker, Jensen, McDade, 
- 
&id Uncle Green "only plays Side two begins with "Another you. Brown 'can't complain' 
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ASSOCIATION 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
** "Whup Troy Week" ** 
Thursday, November 3 
J-DAY 
On the quad - 4:00 - 7:30 p.m. 
'Photo Buttons * Recording Studio 
* Organization Booths * Concessions 
* Tug-of-war Contest * LIVE BAND 
"Big Wheel" 
PEPRALLY 
Paul Snow Stadium 7:40 p.m. 
FREE CONCERT 
"The Bucks" (formerly "Tomboy") 
Theron Montgomery Auditorium 
8:30 D.m. 
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What makes this rivalry so special? 
Some people offer their views 
By JEFFREY ROBINSON 
Sports Editor 
It really would not matter if both JSU and 
Troy State entered their annual clash with 
perfect records or both without a win on the 
season. It would still be a big game,  and both 
teams would fight tooth and nail to claim the 
bragging rights for the next year.  
So what is it that makes this games so big7 
Some JSU players, coaches, and athletic 
officials gave some insight on what makes 
JSU vs. Troy State such a big game.  
JSU assistant coach and defensive coor- 
dinator Eddie Garfinkle said along with JSU 
and TSU being natural rivals, this year 's  
game has even more importance because of 
its effect on the Gulf South Conference race. 
"The big significance is we've got to beat 
Troy to reach our goals this year," said 
Garfinkle, who played his collegiate football 
here a t  JSU. 
"It's always a hard-hitting game.  and it 's 
year because we've got to beat Troy to go on 
and win the conference and get in the 
playofis. 
"We know it's going to be a war,  and so do 
Lhey. I'ts a always big. They've got a good 
Learn, and it 's going to be tough. This game is 
uie b~gges t  game to us every year," said 
l4ec k. 
Football secretary Debby Bishop com- 
lnented that  a win in this game would add to 
an already successful 1988 season. 
"I'm just looking forward to it," said 
l%lshop. "This has been a good season, and by 
beating Troy, it's just puts us one step closer 
LO the playoffs. We also get  a lot of good 
publicity out of it. 
"I wish the student body would get  excited 
about all the games and support the team in 
all the games  they way the do against Troy," 
Bishop said. 
Athletic Director Je r ry  Cole also talked 
little things. I think that's what makes it such 
the Alabama - Auburn game;  
Former Troy players take new roles 
By RUTH HUGHES 
man, was twice named to 
playoff berth. New England Patriots and, i 
The Chanticleer. Thmday, November 3,1988 i1 
TROY 
PhMO by BRYAN WHITEHEAC 
looks toward this Saturday's big match be- 
rival Troy State. Burgess is also looking to 
ljans during his tenure here. 
"Whup Troy" has interesting origin 
By JEFFREY ROBINSON 
Sports Editor 
" WHUP TROY! " 
Undoubtedly, this has become 
the most common and well- 
known slogan associated with 
the JSU athletic program. It is a 
war cry sounded not only the 
week before the game between 
the Gamecocks and arch-rival 
Troy State, but throughout the 
year as a phrase synonymous 
with JSU athletics. It has be- 
come a tradition. 
But how did this phrase get 
started? There is a very in- 
teresting story about how the 
phrase came about. Its origin 
goes back to when Charley Pell, 
a stand-out during his playing 
years under Paul ''Bear'' Bryant 
at Alabama and later head coach 
of the Florida Gators, was head 
Athletic Director Jerry Cole re- for about a year. But at  the pep 
counted last week the history of rally before the 1970 game 
"Whup Troy." against Troy State, one of the 
During the 1- season, which game captains spoke and told 
was Pell's first Year as head the crowd about Pell's pep talk. 
coach, the Gm'~ecwcks played And just as Pell had done, the 
Troy State in Troy. JSU lost the player promised that Troy, StrIte 
game 37-6. The loss dropped "would go home with a whupped 
their record to 2-3 and obviously ass.*' 
hurt because it was to their 
biggest rival. The team lived up to that 
During the bus ride from Troy promise. JSU hosted Troy at  
back to Jacksonville, Pell rode Paul Snow Stadium and defeated 
on the bus with the team. Some- TSU 55-10, indeed giving them a 
time during that ride, he stood at ''whupping." 
the front of the bus and gave the n u s ,  the phrase 1 6whup T ~ ~ ~ *  * 
players a pep talk, reminding has stuck and has become im- 
them Troy had to play them in mensely popular. Cole said the 
Jacksonville the next year. Pel1 story about Pell was true and 
told them they would do better in even though Troy State has coun- 
the next year's game, and that tered with a u r n u p  Jax State" 
Troy State would '20home with cry, JSU started the slogan, and 
a whupped ass. " Troy State copied us so as to not 
coach at JSU in the late 1960s. The remark went unnoticed be outdone by its biggest rival 
Campuses.' similarities add to rivalry 
From Staff Reports 
JSU versus Troy State no doubt is the 
biggest rivalry for each school. But why this 
game'? 
JSU has two other Gulf South Conference 
opponents here in the state-Livingston and 
North Alabama. West Georgia is less than 50 
miles from the JSU campus. But annual 
clashes with those three schools cannot match 
the rivalry between JSU and Troy State. 
Perhaps the rivalry stems from the 
similarities that exist between the two 
schools. And they do indeed exist. Of all the 
universities in Alabama that are not the size 
of Alabama,  Auburn, or Alabama- 
Birmingham, JSU and Troy State are the 
most similar. 
The two schools are almost the same age. 
JSU was established in 1883, making it 
105 years old. Troy State was established 
four years later in 1887. 
JSU has a larger student population than 
Troy State, although both are in a similar 
range. JSU's approximate enrollment is 
7,600. Troy State has an  enrollment of ap- 
proximately 4,000 students. JSU has an  
Upper Division extension a t  Gadsden, while 
Troy State has satellite campuses in Mon- 
tgomery and Dothan - Fort Rucker. 
The campuses of the two schools have 
some interesting similarities. Both are  
roughly the same size, and the ad- 
ministration buildings of both schools is 
named Bibb Graves  Hall. Both ad-  
ministration buildings are the centerpeices 
of the campuses. In contrast to each other, 
the JSU campus is surrounded by nearby 
on the flat, wire-grass country of the 
southeastern Alabama coastal plain. 
The athletic programs of the two univer- 
sities also have a rich tradition. Both 
universities consistently turn out winning 
teams in all sports and are  pace-setters in the 
GSC. JSU won the Division I1 National 
Championship in basketball in 1985, while 
Troy State won the football title in 1984 and 
1987. 
The JSU Marching Southerners and the 
Troy State Sound of the South Marching 
Bands are  both well-known marching units. 
These two bands have a rivalry of their own, 
and they battle a t  each year's game for 
musical supremacy. These are the two 
largest bands in the GSC. No other school has 
a marching unit that comes close to mat- 
ching these two in size as  both have over 200 
marching members. This helps add to the 
rivalry between the bands. 
Both JSU and Troy State are  well-known 
for the Colleges of Education. Each in- 
stitution has a tradition of turning out 
educators for both public schools and 
universities. In honor of the universities' 
education schools, the winner of the game 
gets to keep the Old School Bell. The award 
was started a few years ago, and the winning 
school will get to keep the bell on its campus 
for a year. 
Thus, the likenesses between Jacksonville 
State University and Troy State University 
are  numerous. But although there are  a large 
number of similarities that  exist, each 
university has its own personality. All this 
helps add to the rivalrv that is JSU versus 
~ r i ~  State. 1 
- compliments of Walt 
Bv CARLA BYRAM longer be appropriate. Besides, 
Sports Writer the architectural structure most 
If Walt Disney had envisioned resembling that regal manor is a 
his Magic Kingdom to be in rural San Ann station just off campus. 
*labama, the campus Imagine.. . Chancellor Ralph 
of Tmy State may have been just Wyatt 
what he was looking for. Im- Somehow, I do not think Troy State's band could fill the shoes 
ague.. . 
of Disney's orchestra. Those 
Mickey Mouse would have to who attended the '87 JSU-TSU 
be replaced. The tune of his game might remember Troy's 
main the same, only the letters King." Imagine ... Poor Little 
would change. Imagine.. . ToRoO - Bambi in the Ghetto 
J0A.N - H*O*RaS*E. Transportation across campus 
Cinderella's Castle would no would not be as rapid as it is in 
the Kingdom. The farmland 
around the university is not ex- 
actly condusive to tram rails. 
Imagine.. . "High speed crop 
duster shuttle now boarding. " 
I have all the confidence in the 
world in TSU's ability to find 
replacements for Huey, Dewey, 
and Louie. After all, they have 
around 50 possible candidates on 
their football team alone. Im- 
agine.. . "look Uncle Maddox, I 
can kick the ball with no hands. " 
Sorry Troy. Better luck next 
time. I hear Conway is looking to 
expand Twitty City. 
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A S P A  our ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  party is act, 3; project in cooperation with we have a car wash coming up ist Church of Jacksonville. The 
manks to ~l~~~ ~ i ~ k ~  of at the FOP ~ o d ~ ~ ,  Prizes will be chap t e r s  a t  Auburn and on Nov. 3. Proceeds go to help donated canned food will go to 
American Cast Iron and Pipe awarded for the best costume, Tuskeegee. The work was hard, fund a Special Olympics trip. ,411 help the less fortunate people 
Company for speaking to us Oct. The next scheduled meeting is but everyone had a great time. help is appreciated. here in Jacksonville. Anyone in- 
19. at  3:30 N ~ ~ ,  2, D~~~ ~~~h~ Congratulations to the mem- We are also involved with the terested in donating a can of 
New officers for the fail of the U.S. ~~~d~~ parto] train- bers of our largest pledge class: Jacksonville Jaycees' Haunted food should bring it by the house 
semester are J~~~~ Jackso,,, ing center will speak about em- Kim Northington, Star  ling Forest. We are also collecting as soon as possible 
president; Tim Blanton, vice ployment opportunities with the Ridgeway 111, Jackie McKenzie, can goods for the United We had a great time last Fri- 
president; Freeda Moore, secre- Border Patrol. Jiffany Sanders, Robert Biddles, Pledges of the week are Rusty day with our Halloween Carnival 
tary; Camela Houston, treas- BC M Tarje Pendleton, Renee Per- Reeves, Greg Hendricks and for the Jacksonville Day Care 
urer; and George Davis, ad- kins, Felicia Thomas, Marshall Ashley Wilbanks. Congratula- Center. This annual event has 
visor. Oct. 22 was an exciting day for Collins, Yolanda Williams, tions to all of you. always been a great success and 
Our next meeting will be at  US at  the annual Laff Olympics Rodney Witt, Chere Lee, Rebec- Good luck to our Lil Sigs who this one was no different. Not 
Nov, in 220 Merrill Build- BCMers crawled out of the ca Wagers, Particia Harris, are forming a volleyball team. only did the kids have a great 
ing. All human resource, man- woodwork to display hidden tal- Gwendolyn Hibbler, Alesia Ka13pa Alpha  time, we also had a great time. 
agement and psychology majors ents in everything from sack Cypress, Tracie Lee, Russell We are looking forward to the Congratulations to our football 
are welcome. races to tug-0'-war ( Are you dry Gibbions. Alvin L. Hie ks, KA-Pi Kapp party Friday, This team who had a very successful 
NOV. 3 and 4 we will be CO- yet* Nan?) Rodney Brown. Inman- is going to be a super get togeth- season. A special thanks goes to hosting the 34th Annual Human We would like to thank every- David N. Dempsey, Terrell 
er. Last Thursday night was the Greg "Buzz" Barnett for his 
Resources Management Con- one who participated in the Johnson, Wanda Breckenridge KA-Delta Zeta mixer ,  We excellent coaching during the 
ference along with the Univer- blood drive. and Jennifer Stewart. always have a great time with football season. We are also 
sity of Alabama at Tuscaloosa Don't forget about our hot. zCla T~~~ A l l , j la  Delta Zee and this one was no looking forward to the volleyball delicious agape lunches. Agape 
Thanks to the Delta Chis for a exception. season. We anticipate a strong Pi Kappa  Phi  means love and we know every- 
Thanks to Phi Mu for a great one will love our lunches. They 
wonderful mixer this week. We Marty Granger was elected team and a great We 
are all looking forward to our senator in SGA. We wish you the would like to thank everyone 
mixer last, week and to KA for are at a.m. busy weekend. We have Sis- best of luck. Congratulations to who supported us during the 
the party Friday. and 12: 15 p.m., and are free for 
Congratulations to brother first timers and a $2 donation for 
terhood Retreat Friday night at brother Chip Merrit for being and hope for 'On- 
the BCM and Parent's Day is appointed our new rush chair- tinued support during volleyball. 
Ricky Thompson, who has been Sunday at Montgomery Build- man. Chip has an enormous The brothers and pledges are 
doing a great job as social chair- Also, come join us for Celebra- ing. These are two of our favor- amount of energy and we are all extremely excited about tonight 
man. tion at 8 p.m. Tuesdays and for ite events of the year. counting on him to do a wonder- because of our "Are They Really 
The Halloween party was a Study at p.m. We are getting fired up for our ful job. Dead?" mixer with Delta Zeta. 
@eat success Monday night. A 'i'lia a ~ 3 ~ a  A pha AT0 mixer next week and we Our biannual pledge retreat is Everyone is fired up and ready 
thanks to the greatest Lil Sisters We wish a big welcome to our hope they are, too. coming up this weekend. to party tonight. Last semester's 
in the world. a fellow Greeks, Zeta Phi Beta Good luck to the Gamecocks Brothers and pledges alike are mixer was awesome and tonight 
Our msociate members have sorority, and good luck to the this week in the Troy vs. Jack- looking forward to this function. will be even better. We are also 
been doing a fine job the last charter line of pledges. sonville game. The retreat is an excellent build- looking forward to Our mixer 
couple of weeks. We are looking forward to our This week's Zeta Lady is Gina ing session that everyone enjoys. with ZTA which is coming up in 
Thanks to Bobby Fuller and upcoming visit at  the children's West; Social Bunny is Marnie Alpha  Tau Omega the near future. AT0 reminds the Gamecocks Barry lor giving wing of the hospital. We will be Swiss; Member of the Week is We would like to remind eve- that we are behind you and wish guys a shoulder to lean on. "Trick-or-Treating" those kids Robin Eoff; Pledge of the Week 
ryone we are having a canned Phi M U  who are unable to enjoy Hallow- is Bobbie Summerville. Con- food drive for the First Method- , b,.,. t)rganlLatlons, Page 131 
Thanks to Pi Kapp for last een this year. gratulations to each of you. 
week's terrific mixer. We encourage all students to pi s i ,,, a c ll i 
Last weekend was our send their a Thanks to Alpha Xi Delta for a 
retreat. We had a great time just Gram. These "grams" be 
available to all students and fantastic mixer. The theme was relaxing and getting closer 
faculty, and will be hand-de- "Trading Places" and it was Tonight is our "New Year's 
Eve in the Jungle,, mixer with livered by ghosts and goblins 
really off the wall. All the guys 
dressed up as girls and vice 
KA. This is sure to be an in- night. 
The Mr. Jade Pageant is final- versa' teresting evening. Volleyball and soccer seasons 
We are very proud of our own IY here. After months prepa- are coming up and we are very 
Michelle Watson, the new Home- we present to you 
coming Queen, We are sure she our 10 marvelous contestants. optimistic about our teams. Our 
The pageant will be at 8 p.m sports program is really looking will represent JSU well. 
Special thanks to Tracy t on igh t  In M o n t g o m e r y  Halloween has come and gone 
Seymour for doing the Alcohol Auditorium. and it was a good one. Our 
Awareness Skills Testing, and to 'Oror costume party was a blast. 
congratulations on her new posi- who was runner- There were some really original 
tion as vice president. Tracy is in the Miss costumes and everyone had a 
taking over for our newest alum- Pageant. great time. 
na, Lori Richardson. Kathrine AKA question of the week: 
Smith and Amy Todd are our Will soror TUTU become the am- Our national representative. 
bassador to Zimbabwe? Bob Quackenboss, came to stay new historians. 
This Sunday is our annual We wish all Gamecocks a 
with us this week and was very 
optimistic about our progress. 
Mother-Daughter Tea. We are hairy9 scary Bob was very friendly and we 
looking forward to seeing all our ,4 11) 11 a 1' 11 i 0 111 c gil are glad he was able to spend 
moms. We have been very busy this time with us and help us in our 
Our Crush Party is next week- year. We ushered for the drama quest for chapterhood. 
end. It will be at Alpine Bay and department's production of "A The upcoming social calendar 
The Extras will play. Flea in Her Ear" and worked for consists of a New Orleans road 
Lambda Alpha  Epsiloll the blood drive last week. trip Nov. 11 and a party with 
Tony Adams was elected set- Oct. 8, 14 members left to SigIna NU NOV. 5. 
and vice president at our meet- spend two days at Tuskeegee Thanks to the sisters of Chi 
ing on act. 19, scott Isabel1 is the National Forest. While there. Omega from UAH for coming 
representative to the ICC and they rebuilt a rifle range. re- down to party with Us last week- 
~~~l Johnson is the publicity paired a bridge and seeded a end. Expires: November 30, 1988 
chairman. field. This was a giant service On the public service agenda, 
. -  ...- ' A  , * - L - - & - , . - , .  " - . . - a - - -  * A  . * - ,  - . -  . 
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you continued success during the Today is J-Day. Booths are set 
remainder of the football season up on the Quad and it will be 
and the playoffs. loads of fun, so everyone drop by 
the Quad and participate in the 
activities. 
Congratulations to Barry 
Wharton, who was chosen Tomorrow night is our sot 
brother Of the and to Hop, the best party of the year. 
D e r r ~  Morgan for being chosen We ,ill be rockin' and rollin' all 
Pledge of the Week. night to '50s music. 
AT0 question of the week: 
Does David "Bean" Shumway 
have a revolving door policy for 
Angie Spain? 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Congratulations to sisters of 
the month Becky Cardwell and 
Teresa Williams and to last 
week's pledge of the week, Kelli 
Lasseter . 
We would like to thank Pi 
Sigma Chi for the great mixer 
last week. We are looking for- 
ward to our mixer next Thurs- 
day with the super guys of Pi 
Kappa Phi. 
Good luck to the outstanding 
football team on Saturday night 
as we host our big rival Troy 
State. 
British comedy 'Noises 
Off' promises challenge 
By DENISE KEEFER 
Entertainment Writer , 
The British comedy "Noises 
Off" is now in production with 
drama professor Carl ton Ward 
directing. 
Ward has taken on one of the 
most challenging and popular 
modern British comedies, 
"Noises Off" by Michael Frayn, 
first produced in the United 
Kingdom in 1982, for his first 
directing attempt since he 
directed "The Visit" in 1975. 
Auditions were Oct. 12 and 13 
and the cast was announced 
Oct.14. 
The c a s t  member s  a r e  
Kathleen Welker, Lee Pope, 
S c o t t  C r o l e y ,  C y n t h i a  
Burchfield, Angie Millwood, 
Steven Whitton, Julie Durbin, 
Clint Baker and Drew Reeves. 
Welker, Pope, Croley and 
Whitton are all familiar to local 
theatre audiences. All have nu- 
merous appearances a t  JSU, An- 
niston Community Theatre and 
Community Theatre of Gadsden 
to their credit. 
Burchfield,  Durbin and 
Reeves have all appeared in 
recent productions a t  JSU. 
'Burchfield's most recent ap- 
pearance was in last month's "A 
Flea in Her Ear." Durbin co- 
starred in "Of Thee I Sing," 
here last February, and Reeves 
portrayed the butler-under-seige 
in last July's production of "The 
Man Who Came To Dinner." 
Two of the cast members are 
new to the JSU stage. Angie 
Millwood is a freshman drama 
major, and Clint Baker recently 
transferred here. 
b C * d a i  a r c  a * +  + i r a a a i  x+. . 
Jeannie Carden will assist 
Ward as  stage manager. 
"It's a play about a company 
trying to perform a difficult 
piece. This show is loaded with 
difficult lines, difficult en- 
trances, prop and sight gags, 
disappearing actors and mis- 
placed props," said Ward. 
"Then we combine these prob- 
lems with mistaken identities, 
one couple trying to elude Brit- 
ain's version of the Internal Rev- 
enue Service, and, to top it all 
off, the house is burglarized by 
not one, but three burglars." 
The setting is the theatre, 
twelve hours before a matinee 
opening, and the cast has never 
gotten all the way through the 
play in rehearsal. 
Audiences get to see the play 
rehearsal, then they get a peek 
backstage a t  the "other side of 
the curtain." 
David Keefer will design the 
stage, lighting and sound. He 
also faces many challenges, be- 
cause the stage has to revolve so 
the audience can see it from the 
f r o n t ,  a n d  t h e n  f r o m  
"backstage. " 
Opening Nov. 17 and playing 
through Nov. 22, "Noises Off" is 
designed to provide "comic re- 
lief" from the late fall entertain- 
ment doldrums. 
Advance reservations are sug- 
gested. Ticket prices are $5 for 
adults, $4 for senior citizens and 
JSU employees, $3 students, mil- 
itary and children. Reservations 
and additional information are 
available through the box office 
a t  231-5648. 
g t * , + * * . e * I I O . C * ' I .  - I .  
BURCER 
9 BURNOUT, 
, Life can be really tough when you b got a bad bur&habit. lbu 
find yourself thinking about burgers all day long. You can't wait till you 
get another "burger fix'.' But it doesn't have to be that way! There is a 
Fresh Alternatioe. . .Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads 
are made fresh before your eyes. So get rid of that burger on your back. 
Come to a Subway Sub Shop for a quick recooev 
10:OO A.M. - 2:00 A.M. 
No. 1 College Center.Jacksonville 
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Presidents important in University development 
By DARRYL GRAHAM 
Staff Writer 
Ryals, Chappell, Gibson, Jar- 
rett, Forney, Daugette, Cole, 
Stone and Montgomery. These 
names are synonymous with the 
tradition of Jacksonville State 
University and its beginnings. 
But what role did they play in 
shaping the university? How has 
that influence continued to 
flourish today? And what lasting 
contributions did they make to 
the university as well as the 
Calhoun County community? 
The college initially opened its 
doors as Jacksonville Male 
Academy in 1836. The following 
year, Jacksonville Female 
Academy was established. Ac- 
cording to an unpublished paper 
by Thomas Freeman and 
Martha Merrill, stock was sold 
in 1869 to finance the estab- 
lishment of Calhoun College. 
The Male Academy merged with 
Calhoun College in 1871 and op- 
,rated as Calhoun College until 
1883, when the Alabama Legisla- 
ture established the intitution as 
the State Normal School. 
James Gazzaway Ryals was 
appointed as the State Normal 
ating class, Forney died in 1902 
whereas a male dormitory was 
named in honor of him and his 
wife, Mary C. Forney. It is 
leased to local businessmen and 
rented out as apartments. 
Clarence William Daugette 
filled Forney's abscence. In 
1929, the State Board of Educa- 
tion authorized the state's nor- 
mal schools to become four-year 
degree-granting institutions, so 
Jacksonville State Normal 
School became Jacksonville 
State Teachers College - accord- 
ing to Freeman and Merrill's 
research. Daugette concen- 
trated on attracting teachers 
with Ph.Ds from prominent uni- 
versities and becoming an active 
part of student life. 
From his start with a faculty 
~f six teachers  in 1899, 
Daugette's accomplishments in- 
cluded a faculty of fifty-two 
teachers, a staff of thirty people 
and growth of the school from a 
small building valued at $16,000 
to a physical plant valued a t  
several million dollars before 
his death in 1942. 
In 1942, Houston Cole began 
his 29-year tenure with Jack- 
. . . and tiow 
School's first president. He died sonville State Teachers College. 
at the age of 30 during his third His first wife, Leone Pruett 
year as president. Cole, planned the president's 
In 1885, J. Harris Chappel1 home that was constructed in 
temporarily filled the presiden- 1949, but died one year before its 
tial vacancy and delivered completion. Other on-campus 
diplomastothefirstgraduating construct ion included an  
class #at same year. The p s i -  auditorium (named in his first 
tion was later filled by Mobile wife's honor), a cafeteria, two 
native Carleton Bartlett Gibson science buildings, seven male 
in 1886. Heserved until 1892. The dormi tor ies ,  f ive female  
next State Normal school presi- dormitories and two female 
dent, J. B. Jarrett, fulfilled a dormitory annexes, a music 
oneyear tenure. hall, a cottage for home man- 
Jacob Forney IV assumed the agement, the International 
position in 1893 and left in 1899 to House, the business adminis- 
become the first appointee to the tration building, the law enforce- 
Chair of Psychology and ment building, the nursing 
Pedagogy in the school of educa- and a new library. 
tion at the University of Ala- In 1945, Opal Rufus Lovett 
bama. A member of the State became involved with the cam- 
Normal ~chool's first gradu- pus newspaper ( Teacola. Opal 
- ,  . 
Adair and Lovett met while at- 
tending Jacksonville and were 
married later. They chose to 
return to the college in 1950 and 
Opal Rufus Lovett was named 
university photographer. His 
wife joined the English faculty 
in 1958 and became faculty spon- 
sor of the Mimosa in 1971. 
Opal Rufus Lovett became 
very instrumental to universitv 
public relations. His photo- 
graphs of campus beauties for 
"Gem of the Hills" appeared in 
student publications and some- 
times in media over the state, 
and he also worked closely in 
photographing Miss Mimosas, 
Miss Alabamas and Marching 
Ballerinas. 
In their research, Freeman 
and Merrill noted the variety of 
offerings at the college had 
grown to the extent it was no 
longer pr imari ly t raining 
educators by 1957. Furthermore, 
the liberal arts and business 
administration programs were 
attracting more students than 
the original education offerings. 
The college began to offer a few 
courses at the graduate level, 
and the word "Teachers" was 
dropped from the institution's 
name, hence Jacksonville State 
College. 
Through an effort led by Sen. 
A. C. Shelton and Rep. Hugh 
Merrill, Jacksonville State Col- 
lege became Jacksonville State 
University on August 31, 1966. 
Many changes began to occur 
on the new campus: the campus 
publication, the Collegian, be- 
came the ChanticIeer, part-time 
jobs for students were ac- 
celerated under the Work-Study 
Program and the Alabama Leg- 
islature passed an act creating a 
. . . . -  * , * - . .  S ' . . .  - - -  - 
Bibb Graves t h e n  . . . 
board of trustees to manage and 
control Jacksonville State Uni- 
versity. 
Following Cole's retirement in 
1971, Ernest Stone took over as 
president and began a 10-year 
era that helped to herald Jack- 
sonville State University. His 
wife, Katharine "Kitty" Stone, 
broughi an ideal to his office as 
she kept very involved with the 
university and the Jacksonville 
community. 
The first official appointment 
was Charles Rowe as business 
manager. In February. students 
began to ask for changes in 
curfew hours for wonen. Also, 
Ceil Jenkins of Birmingham - a 
major in physical education - 
was crowned Miss Alabama. 
The computer center was ris- 
ing in program popularity as  
well as  developing programs for 
Gadsden State Junior College 
and Calhoun County govern- 
ment. In 1972, JSU opened an 
extension center in Talladega to 
offer university courses a t  night. 
Brewer Hall opened that same 
year and 24 policemen graduated 
from the first police academy 
class. 
1973 continued to be a year of 
growth and success across the 
campus. Stone was inducted into 
the Alabama Academy of Honor 
while Jane Rice became the 
second JSU student to win the 
Miss Alabama title. 
Pe te  Mathews Coliseum 
opened to students in 1974, offer- 
ing handball and exercise facil- 
ities, an Olympic-sized swim- 
ming pool, physical education 
staff offices and four dressing 
. . 
rooms. By the beginning of that 
same year, the university had 
completed a $14 million con- 
struction program within a five- 
year period. 
In 1977, ground was broken to 
carry out construction of a new 
field house, providing offices for 
campus police and athletics. 
Julie Houston became the third 
JSU student to be crowned Miss 
Alabama. 
The following year, Teresa 
Cheatham won the Miss Ala- 
bama title and took first runner- 
up in the Miss America pageant, 
winning first place in swimsuit 
and selection for a special vocal 
ensemble in talent. Her involv- 
ment with the university con- 
tinues while she serves as direc- 
tor of the Information Center 
and a recruiter for high schools. 
With Stone's retirement in 
1981, Theron E. Montgomery, 
Jr.  was appointed as president. 
In the fall of 1981, the university 
purchased the historic Roebuck 
home to use as the new Alumni 
House. In 1982, Montgomery be- 
came the first president to be 
inaugaurated. Tammy Little be- 
came the 1984 Miss Alabama and 
fifth JSU student to win the title. 
Montgomery resigned as  univer- 
sity president in 1986. 
The influence of each man has 
brought JSU closer to state-wide 
recognition as well a s  im- 
plementing new plans for con- 
tinuous growth. 
Exegi monumentum aere per- 
renius: I have reared a mon- 
ument more enduring than 
bronze. 
, . 
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The King of Rock n' Roll -- alive and kicking 
Elvis is alive. I know, I know. 
I didn't believe he lived either, 
before last weekend. But I ac- 
tually met the king and chatted 
with him a t  length about his life 
since death. 
For the past five years, Elvis 
has been traveling throughout 
the Southeast, vending hot dogs 
at every county and state fair 
imaginable. I was a t  the Ala- 
bama State Fair in Birmingham 
last weekend, where I ran into 
Elvis selling hot dogs near the 
double-decker ferris wheel. 
At first I didn't recognize him 
because of the  extensive 
changes in his appearance. He 
was down to 5'8 and 160 pounds, 
had sandy blonde hair with a 
bald patch on top, and was wear- 
ing a yellow bowling shirt with 
"Earl" stitched across the front 
pocket. If it hadn't been for the 
gold-plated Cadillac his wienie- 
wagon was attached to, I never 
would have noticed him. 
Mustering every ounce of 
courage, I stepped up to the 
wagon, which unsurprisingly had 
a banner stretched across the 
front that read "The Hound- 
dog," and ordered two with eve- 
rything and a Coke. 
When Elvis returned with my 
order, he said "Thank you, sir, 
thank you very much. Thank 
you." 
I saw my opportunity and 
grabbed it for all it was worth.. 
"No, thank you ... Elvis!" I said. 
He peered out a t  me from 
behind those dark glasses and 
shook his head in wonderment. 
He knew I had caught him. After 
some slick negotiating, Elvis 
granted an interview in return 
for his freedom. I agreed. It's 
great to have an exclusive like 
this. 
The first thing I asked him 
was why he had wanted to make 
it look like he died. Shaking his 
his death. Every weekend, even hear 01' Grannie yelling a t  cessfully faked their deaths, but 
Marilyn Monroe and Judy Gar- Matt Jethro tor eating the last possum ~ l v i s  staunchly stuck to his 
land would come over and we'd Brooks pie for all the bickering that was claim. He even went so far a s  to 
have a high ol', er, let me going on between Adolph and say  "Ya remember  Bear  
rephrase that, a grand 01' time. Martin. You might say they had Bryant? Well, he's coaching pee 
~~lltuter We'd just sit around, drink a lot Editor a slight difference of opinion. wee football in Utah. He once 
of beer, and watch every rerun Jack tried to mediate, but it was told me that it just came time 
of "The Beverly Hillbillies" we no use. He just didn't know for him to move UP in the 
could find. Jack really thought enough of the German language. world." 
"everything was going great un- a ,  I just got a belly full, upped As to the future for the Pelvis, Ellie May could fill a sweater, if ti1 one weekend when we had a my stake, and, well, here I am." well, he just said he wanted to 
you know what I mean." couple of surprise visitors. live out his days selling hot dogs. 
Adolph Hitler showed up on Fri- So who knows, next time you buy 
Naturally, I wanted to know day evening and Martin Luther By this time, I was shocked. I a corn dog a t  a fair, look closely 
what happened to spoil his life in King Jr .  showed up the next day. tried to argue that all of these a t  the vendor. It  might just be 
~aradise. "Well," he started, It was horrible. YOU couldn't people surely couldn't have SUC- the king. 
I R E S E R V E  O F F I C E R S '  T R A I N I N G  C O R P S  I 
head, Elvis replied, "Well, one 
of my secret enemies of the time 
kept enrolling me in the Colum- 
bia record and tape club. After a 
few years, I owed them more 
than I was worth, and my law- 
yers couldn't fix the mess I was 
in. So I faked my death, and had 
an appointed caretaker use the 
insurance money to pay the club 
off. I kept what little was left to 
save for a rainy day. Eventually 
I bought this (the wienie wagon) 
with it." 
Next, I asked him what he had 
been doing since his death. Elvis 
smiled a little crooked smile and 
began, "Well, up until about five 
years ago, I was living with John 
F. Kennedy on a little farm in 
Baldwin County he bought after 
Exc~tement ISand IN adventure CLASS. is the course descrip- 
ban, and Army RQTC is the name. It's the one col- 
lege elective that builds your self-confidence, 
develops your leadershp potential and helps you 
take on the challenges of command. 
There's no obligahonuntd your junior year, and that 
means there's no reason not to try it out ngh! zovt 
LEADERSL~~o  
- X C E L ~ E N C $  B 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Jaekaonville State U n i ~ d t y  
-ent Of MUttary Sdarcc 
CALL 231 -5601 FOR INFORMATION 
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Watson thankful to be Homecoming Queen 
By KIM HENDON 
Features Writer 
"I never really expected to 
win," said Michelle Watson, 
Homecoming Queen. This blue- 
eyed, raven-haired beauty said 
being Homecoming Queen is the 
biggest thrill of her life. 
Watson is a veteran of several 
beauty contests. This member of 
Phi Mu sorority has held two 
other prestigious titles beside 
being Homecoming Queen. 
Watson was Miss Northeast Ala- 
bama 1986 and Miss JSU 1987. 
However, she said being chosen 
Homecoming Queen was her 
"biggest honor" because she 
was elected by the student body 
rather than outside judges as in 
the other contests. 
Watson referred to the student 
body as "her friends." 
She said being elected Home- 
coming Queen made her aware 
of how many friends she has. She 
gave credit for her election as 
Homecoming Queen to them. 
Watson said she really did not 
have to campaign since her 
friends at the Baptist Campus 
Ministry, International House 
and Phi Mu supported her in 
everything from hanging posters 
to telling people to go vote. 
However, Watson said she feels 
people did not vote for her be- 
cause they heard her name the 
week before. She said the people 
who voted for her were the ones 
she met day-today on campus. 
Watson feels without the sup- 
port of her family and her 
fiancee, Patrick Kelly, she 
might not be as successful as she 
is. She is admittedly "very fami- 
ly-oriented." Her mom and dad 
supported her by paying for her 
posters and outfit. 
She said it is also comforting 
to know they are simply a phone 
call away in Birmingham. She 
also feels knowing her parents 
and her fiancee were going to 
love her win or lose helped her to 
relax and have fun at the festiv- 
ities. 
Even though Watson is family- 
oriented, she is also career-ori- 
ented. She is a firm believer in 
combining family and career. 
Watson hopes to combine her 
communications major with her 
English and music minors to 
perhaps write jingles or slogans 
for commercials. 
She said she does not feel her 
outer beauty will help her much 
in her career pursuits. Watson 
says it is a woman's inner beau- 
ty that gives her depth. 
International House helping to bridge the cultural gap 
By ANTHONY WHITLEY 
Features Writer 
The International House Pro- 
gram provides for an exchange 
in culture between selected 
American students and foreign 
students from countries around 
the world. 
The International House Pro- 
gram began in 1946 under the 
direction of James H. Jones. He 
started the program with five 
French students. The program 
was then under the direction of 
the Department of Foreign Lan- 
guages. Later, Spanish and Ger- 
man students were added to the 
list of foreign students. 
There were three homes for 
the program before the present 
one was built in 1964. Clarence 
W. Daugette Jr . ,  who was a 
primary instigator in the build- 
ing of the present house, de- 
serves a great deal of credit for 
his work. Daugette was a very 
influential community leader 
who spent time to raise money 
and support the present house. 
The International House is for 
both foreign and American stu- 
dents. There are 40 students in 
the entire house, ten American 
female students room with 10 
foreign female students, and 10 
American male students room 
with 10 foreign male students. 
The house itself is split into a 
male wing and a female wing. 
The American students are 
selected through applications. 
There are no rigid requirements 
other than maintaining a 2.5 
grade point average. Grindley 
Curren, director of the program, 
said, "We are looking for stu- 
dents of all majors." Some stu- 
dents think to live in the house, 
one has to be majoring in a 
foreign language or topic. The 
main thing the student needs to 
qualify is an interest in the 
program. 
The present foreign students 
here at Jacksonville, who come 
from such places as Tanzania. 
Hong Kong, Honduras and New 
Zealand, were selected through 
applications and are here on a 
one-year scholarship. Curren, 
who is in charge of the selection 
process said, "I have to pick 
them from recommendations." 
Some of the activities for the 
International students include 
their annual open house, din- 
ners, seminars and a formal at 
the end of the year. Curren said 
many of these activities re- 
semble those in which a fraterni- 
ty or sorority might be involved. 
One weekend, the students are 
planning a trip to Six Flags. 
Most recently, at the Home- 
coming parade, the students won 
second place in the float com- 
petition. Overall, the students 
are well entertained. 
Most of the foreign students 
feel the International House 
Program is good and the univer- 
sity itself is good, although some 
of the students find out they are 
not cut out for it. 
As for the students who do like 
the program, Curren said. 
"Friendliness always strikes 
them as very positive." Another 
., 
"We are looking for s t u d e n t s  of all ma jo r s .  - C'LIS~L ' I I  
E Z J I  Pick Up 
I 1 bedroom apart ment for lease -It Mimosa Yearbooks f 
lacross from J S U ( ~  1n Ground Floor O f  S elf Hall 4 
-- -
Information Cen 
(ter. 435-3613 - 1 1  8 a.ril. to 4 p.m. weekdays 
aspect favorable to the students 
is how social activities are 
blended in with academic af- 
fairs. 
One thing the students find 
awkward about Jacksonville is 
the fact everyone has a car. 
They find it an inconvenience to 
be without one, and they try to 
make friends or have a room- 
mate with a car. The cafeteria 
food is another thing the stu- 
dents find different from their 
native culture. They find the 
variety good, but they claim it is 
different. 
Whether a glass h o l d s  12 o u n c e s  of beer, 5 o u n c e s  
of wine, or  1 ' . t  o u n c e s  of spirits, t h e a l c o h o l c o n t e n t  is  
the same. It's in~portdnt o  k n o w  this  because t h e  size 
and shape  of the qlass can give peop le  a distorted in)- 
~ ~ r e s s i o n  of how I I I U C I I  alcohol they're actually drinking. 
30 uhen  yo11 r e  out to share some cheer with friends, 
r e ~ ~ ~ e n ~ b e r  Ilou ~rjuch a lcohol  is in your glass and that 
(1ri11kincl + r  I I ~ I ~ ) I ~  iets you I ~ o l d  things in focus .  
Al~rays keep safe driving within your siqht. 
A public service message from Will'Y@ge& Institute 
. . 
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( Troy game has playoff importance I Tight GSC race continues 
By RUSS MEANS 
Sports Writer 
It is time once again for the 
big r iva l ry ,  and  the 
Gamecocks are  ready for a 
big showdown with the Troy 
State Trojans. 
JSU's open week last week 
helped the Gamecocks to 
better prepare themselves 
for this classic match-up, 
which the Gamecocks have 
not won in five years. Coach 
Bill Burgess said the open 
week probably helped the 
Gamecocks heal the small 
injuries for the most part.  
"We were also able to do 
more in-depth drills that  a re  
not possible when we have a 
game upcoming on Satur- 
day ,"  Burgess  sa id .  He 
added this helps to improve 
the play. 
The 4-5 record of the 
Trojans  rea l ly  does not 
explain fully the type of 
season Troy is having. In 
many of their losses, the 
game has come down to the 
wire. However, Burgess said 
Troy, like every team JSU 
plays, will play the best they 
1 
can play. 
"They are  just a s  excited 
and fired up about this game 
a s  we are," Burgess said. 
The offense of Troy State 
will be tough to stop. Bobby 
Godsey, the quarterback for 
the Trojans, is a very ex- 
perienced player and will 
provide a strong passing 
game against JSU. Also, the 
abilities of wide receiver 
Titus Dixon will cause the 
Gamecock defense some  
trouble. 
"(Dixon) can win the 
game for Troy in one play," 
said Burgess. 
The Gamecocks will have 
to stop the running game and 
control the passing in order 
to overtake the Trojan of- 
fense. 
Troy State's defense likes 
to change its formation just 
before the ball is snapped to 
confuse the offense. The 
Gamecocks will need to be 
ready and prepared for this 
to happen so mistakes will 
not overtake the Gamecock 
offense. 
"The Trojan defense will 
play four tough quarters oi 
football," said Burgess. 
According to Burgess, no 
turnovers, no penalties and 
no mistakes in the kicking 
game will be the keys to a 
Gamecock  victoy.  B r e a k -  
down in any of these three 
catagories will result in a 
second loss for JSU. Burgess 
also said the Gamecocks will 
have to out-hit the Trojans if 
they wish to have success in 
the game.  This game will be 
big in the outcome of the 
GSC. 
"We are  not worried right 
now about the conferance 
title or the national title 
because they will take care 
of themselves, but we are  
just concentrating on beating 
Troy State," Burgess said. 
The Gamecocks  a r e  
looking forward to this game,  
and emotions are  running 
high. 
Capta ins  for the 
Gamecocks in this Saturdays 
game will be the seniors. 
Kickoff is a t  7 p.m. a t  Paul 
Snow Memorial Stadium. 
By RODNEY PARKS 
Sports Writer 
Two weeks remain in Gulf 
South Conference play, and 
three teams - JSU, Mississippi 
College, and UT-Martin - are 
still battling for the title. All 
three teams are virtually in a tie 
for first place with only one loss. 
Mississippi College has a half- 
game lead with a 6-1 conference 
mark, while JSU and Martin are 
tied a t  5 1  in the league. 
In conference games last 
weekend, Mississippi College 
(7-2 overall, 6-1 in the GSC) 
moved into first place with a 
31-21 victory over Valdosta State 
(53, 3-3). UT-Martin (8-1, 5-1) 
moved into a tie for second by 
holding off a late rally at  Troy 
State (4-5,3-4) to win 27-23. West 
Georgia (3-5, 2-4) had a 33-28 
victory over Delta State (4-5, 
2 4 ,  while No~th Alabama (2-6, 
2-4) broke a four-game losing 
streak with a 10-7 win at  Liv- 
ingston (0-9, 0-6). 
Valdosta State is in third 
place in the conference with a 
3-3 recond, while Troy State 
stands fourth a t  3-4. Delta State, 
North Alabama and West Geor- 
gia all have 2-4 records. Liv- 
ingston brings up the rear a t  0-6. 
In the race for the title, Mis- 
sissippi College must win only 
its final home game against Del- 
ta State to assure itself of a 
share of the conference title. 
The Gamecocks will host Troy 
State and travel to Livingston. 
UT-Martin still must host Liv- 
ingston and travel to West Geor- 
gia. 
Games this week in the GSC 
include JSU hosting Troy State, 
Livingston traveling to UT- 
Martin, Delta State hosting 
Valdosta State, and West Geor- 
gia traveling to North Alabama. 
Mississippi College will be at  
Lamar in the only noncon- 
ference game. 
The Press Box 
Gamecocks and Bailey get their kicks against UAB 
The Gamecocks remained 
on a roll last Saturday by 
bringing home a win against 
a Division I-A opponent. 
JSU , c r e m a t e d  the  
University of Alabama a t  
Birmingham in the first-ever 
meeting between the two 
schools. The Gamecocks  
rolled to a n  impressive 383  
victory against the Blazers 
a t  B i rmingham ' s  Legion 
Field Stadium. 
The Gamecock defense 
was playing great  a s  usual. 
The "Red Bandits" stuffed 
the green and gold for only 
four first downs and 50 yards 
of total offense. 
The JSU offense was also 
on a roll. The wishbone 
clicked a s  the Gamecocks 
rolled up 550 yards of total 
offense, s tym ieing the 
hapless UAB defense. 
But it was the play of 
punter Steve Bailey that  
helped the Gamecocks out 
scoring-wise.  Bailey,  w.ho 
apparently likes playing in 
Legion Field, earlier this 
year did some incredible 
punting aga ins t  Alabama 
A and M a t  that  stadium. 
Sa tu rday ,  Bailey a c -  
counted for two Gamecock 
touchdowns. This  s e t  a 
Division I1 record for most 
touchdowns scored  by a 
punter in a single game and 
helped give the Gamecocks a 
camfor table  m a r g i n  of 
victory. 
Bailey's first score came 
when the Gamecocks were 
forced to punt facing fourth- 
and-five a t  the UAB 40 and 
leading  7-0 in the f i r s t  
quarter.  UAB defender D.A. 
Arrington broke through and 
blocked the punt, which flew 
straight up into the air.  In the 
resulting scramble, the ball 
came down into Bailey's 
arms.  With nothing but clear 
astroturf in front of him, 
Bailey raced 45 yards un- 
touched for the score. 
As if one touchdown in a 
game is not odd enough for a 
punter, later in the third 
quarter Bailey got another 
score. With the Gamecocks 
fac ing  four th-and- two a t  
their own 40, the coaching 
staff tried a fake punt. In 
r egu la r  punt  format ion ,  
snapper P a t  Tate snapped 
the ball to running back 
Steve Patrick, who was lined 
up almost behind him. But 
rather than running for the 
e a s y  two y a r d s  h imsel f ,  
Patrick pitched the ball to 
Bailey in the  backfield.  
Bailey swept around right 
end and raced 65 yards, 
breaking three tackles and 
level ing one 320-pound 
l i neman ,  to give the 
Gamecocks a 35-0 lead. 
"It was unusual," com- 
mented a surprised Bailey 
after the game.  
The Gamecocks got their 
first score when halfback 
Jeff Hill scored on a 20-yard 
touchdown run early in the 
game. Ashley Kay's con- 
version made the score 7-0. 
Following Bai ley ' s  f i r s t  
incredib le  episode,  the 
Gamecocks again got on the 
scoreboard. The Gamecocks 
had been running the ball 
down the Blazers' throats all 
day. So in a surprise move, 
quarterback David Gulledge 
unleashed a 64-yard touch- 
down bomb to wide receiver 
Kevin Blue.  Kay ' s  con-  
version made the score 21-0. 
To s ta r t  the second half, 
the Gamecocks picked right 
up with a n  86-yard touch- 
down drive. With the entire 
second string playing, i t  took 
only seven plays to get  on the 
board .  Ful lback  Br i an  
Stevenson scored on a n  8 
yard run to boost the lead to 
28-0. 
UAB managed to put one 
score on the board early in 
the fourth. In the only drive 
the Blazers had during the 
- 
game,  quarterback Bomber 
Ekasilicon led UAB from its 
own 35 to the JSU 42. The 
drive stalled there, but UAB 
was desperate for a score. 
P l acek icke r  Her tz  P l a n k  
somehow connected on a 
miraculous 59-yard field goal 
to make the score 35-3, but he 
will not be out of his leg cas t  
for app rox ima te ly  four 
months. 
UAB's leading rusher was 
Wolfram Spasnola, who had 
only 27 yards. 
"It was a tough, tough, 
tough, tough, tough game," 
said Coach Bill Burgess. "I 
mean really tough. I can ' t  
find enough words to say how 
tough this game was. I was 
really glad to see us win, 
because i t  was tough." 
The Gamecocks will now 
prepare for their annual war 
aga ins t  Troy Sta te  n e x t  
S a t u r d a y  a t  P a u l  Snow 
Stadium. 
The p receed ing  is ,  of 
course, all a farce. This 
g a m e ,  a n d  probably  
anything similar to it, never 
happened.  UAB h a s  no 
football team, a s  we all 
know, and JSU enjoyed a n  
open date last  weekend. I 
jus t  wonder how m a n y  
people will s ta r t  reading this 
and not finish i t  and think we 
really played UAB Saturday. 
On a more serious note, the 
Gamecocks do have a game 
this weekend, and a big game 
a t  that. Troy State comes to 
town for the renewing of the 
annual clash between two 
long-time rivals. 
This game will be a n .  im- 
portant one for JSU because 
of the playoff implications. A 
grea t  deal has  been said and 
writtern about the game 
already, so much in fact it's 
hard to add anything to what  
has  already been said. 
The Gamecocks a re  fired 
up, too. They know the prize 
of victory, and they are  
hungry for the Division I1 
playoffs. I also think, after 
talking to some players, they 
have  p u t  the  UT-Mart in  
game behind them and are  
ready to bash the Trojans. 
This is the big one, folks. 
Let ' s  g e t  behind the  
Gamecocks  with a loud, 
vocal crowd Saturday. 
I guess one reason I m u l d  
like to see JSU smear Troy is 
I have relatives who live 
near Troy (Lord help them) .  
I also have some friends who 
go to TSU, and I have really 
had my  nose rubbed in 
Troy's wins over the past  five 
years. 
So on behalf of all m y  staff 
writers who have wanted to 
say i t  in their stories but 
could not, I'll say i t  for them. 
WHUP TROY. 
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JSU-Troy not just a clash of two football teams 
College football is in the 
closing part  of the season, 
but the GSC and SEC races 
are just beginning to heat up. 
Auburn pulled off a 16-0 
victory over Florida to keep 
its title hopes alive. Alabama 
is in a do-or-die situatior. 
against LSU this weekend, 
and the Georgia Bulldogs a re  
in the same situation against 
Florida. The Gamecocks a r e  
getting fired up for their 
most heated rivalry of the 
season a s  they prepare for 
their match against Troy 
Std te . 
My eight-week standings 
come to 102-40-1. That is a 
,717 winning pe rcen tage ,  
which is not too bad. 
Jacksonville State 
vs. Troy State 
The Gamecocks got a well- 
deserved break last week. 
During that  break, all eyes 
were focused on the Troy 
State-UT-Martin contest. 
Unfortunately for the  
Gamecocks ,  UT-Mart in 
squeezed past Troy State 27- 
23. Troy State comes into this 
contest 4-5. This is l'roy 
State's last game of the 
season, and you can bet the 
Trojans do not want to end 
the season with a losing 
record. 
1 The widest margin of any 
I game the Trojans have lost 
this season has been by six 
points. The Trojans have 
been in every game and even 
played UT-Martin a closer 
game than the Gamecocks 
did. The Gamecocks have the 
all-time advantage on the 
Trojans 29-21-2, but JSU is 
Jacksonville State vs. Troy Johnny Long, a graduate of JSU, Troy band." "The post-game playing is very 
State. It's the biggest football was hired as  the band director at Rodney A bit of "permanent borrow- enjoyable to me because both 
rivalry in NCAA Division 11. But 
~ r o y  state, he instantly started ing" is also traditional. bands really show how well they 
it's more than just a football a rivalry between the two Parks "It's been a long-standing can play." 
game. bands." tradition to take things belong- Davis and Reid agree the 
This is the day when the Walters feels the two bands 
Writer ing to the Troy band. On Monday 
Marching Southerners and the were very strong during the mid- after the game, everyone shows strongest Year for both bands 
State Sound of the South 
'70s. With the two bands having off what they got from Troy's was the 1980 game. 
marching bands Ware Off for very different styles, Walters band," said Reid. As a former Southerner, one 
their annual halftime competi- 
=id, = ~ t ' ~  a matter of what style In 1985, it got so bad that Long tradition that 1 will always re- 
tion and post-game show. Every you enjoy the most. It's a com- bers as the Southerners. made the Southerners give back nwmber is a fellow n ~ m b e r  of 
year, both bands prepare the petition where afterwards, both The biggest tradition is the everything they had taken. the Southerners named Brent 
entire fall for this one halftime bands can feel they have won. .. annual "whup Troy Party, .. During the second half of the Jennings, who was a t  JSU from 
show. There are many traditions which is celebrated the week game, each has "ditties" 1981 to 1985. Jennings would 
"You start from the first day going along with the T~~~ game. before the game. Many South- worked up to show how well they always yell ''Whup Troy" in a 
in August preparing the One is for the men in the South- erners alumni, instructors and Can play. way nobody else could. Brent 
game," said Riedg  a erners to grow a Troy beard members attend this party eve- "you have to work very hard would yell this SO loud the people 
member the Marching starting a few weeks before the ry year. the week before the game to in Gadsden could probably hear 
erners. "It really gives You game. Also, on Monday or Tues- There are also traditions ob- prepare all the music of the Year him. 
something to work for the entire day before the game, a scout is served during the game. G~~~ and your ditties,"said Hank JSU may lead the official foot- 
fall, and it helps to improve sent up from Troy to see what ~ c ~ u t t ,  a member of the ~outh-  Humphrey, a Southerners alum- ball series with * 21 losses 
every member of the band." music the Southerners are erner's drumline, b i d ,  "Any- ni. and one tie, but the Southerners 
feel they lead the unofficial half- 
'"Ihe tradition of the c o m ~ t i -  playing and how many members time the Troy band plays, the One of the m a t  enjoyable time ,ies 52m. * without between the two bands 
.are in each section of the band. Southerners horn line members parts of the competition is the refems or yo3 will have began in the late 1960s," said This is done SO the Sound Can put their horns upside down on pt-game show. Jerryl Davis, a to dRide who has the best L' Waiters' director Of the make sure it has as  many mem- their heads to make fun of the music instructor here, said, ,'sound of the ~ u t h . , .  Marching Southerners. "When 
rldlng a five game losing 
streak against 'l'roy dating 
back to 1983. 'l'roy State 
narrowly won last year 14-9. 
G ~ v e  the advantage to the 
Gamecocks ,  but  beware .  
JACKSON VlLLE S'l'Al'E 
33 ,  TROY S'I'ATE 28 
b 
Gamecocks will give Troy a whuppin' 
Alabama vs. LSU 
Ladies finish road trip 
Alabama is starting to put 
together some impressive 
victories. No one victory 
would be better than a win 
t h ~ s  \\ eekend aga ins t  a 
powerful LSU team. After 
sutfering two bitter defeats 
to Ohio State and Florida, 
LSU has won three straight 
g a m e s  aga ins t  Auburn,  
Kentucky, and Ole Miss. On 
the o ther  hand ,  a f te r  
Alabama s only loss to Ole 
Miss,  the Tide h a s  pu t  
together three straight wins. 
Both teams are  4-1 in the 
SEC, so something has to 
give. LSU is 1-2 on the road, 
and Alabama is 2-1 a t  home. 
Alabama has won some big 
games against some big 
teams, so give the slight 
advantage to the Crimson 
'ride. ALABAMA 17, LSU 14 
Auburn vs. 
So. Mississippi 
Southern Mississippi is not 
a weak t e a m .  Southern 
R/l~ssissippi comes into this 
conlest 8-1, and the Golden 
Eagles'  only loss was to 
Florida S ta te  49-13. The  
'l'igers a n d  the Golden 
Eagles have both played 
relatively easy schedules, 
and this should be a battle for 
bolh teams. First-year coach 
Curley Hallman is eyeing the 
Golden Eagle's first bowl 
appearance since 1981. Pa t  
Dye be t te r  watch  out 
because the Golden Eagles 
have upset on its mind. But 
the 'l'igers should pull away 
with a victory. Auburn 38, 
Southern Mississippi 20 
Georgia vs. Florida 
'l'he Georgia Bulldogs are 
in the same situation a: 
Alabama. The Bulldogs must 
win. If Georgia can defeai 
Florida, then it could set up 
the SEC title m a t c h u ~  
against Auburn next week 
pending the outcome of the 
Alabama and LSU contest. 
Georgia, 6-2, lost a disap. 
pointing 16-10 contes t  tc 
Kentucky for its only SEC 
loss. Emmit t  Smith should be 
ready for Saturday's game.  
and that will put a lot oi 
p r e s su re  on Georgia ' s  
struggling defense. Florida 
is also struggling from the 
loss of Smith, but give the 
s l ight  advan tage  to the 
Bulldogs. GEORGIA 31, 
By RODNEY PARKS 
Sports Writer 
The JSU women's volleyball 
team finished a three-week, ten- 
game road trip with four 
matches last week. The Lady 
Gamecocks finished the week 
with a 2-2 record. 
Oct. 25 the Lady Gamecocks 
traveled to Florence to play the 
GSC defending champs North 
Alabama. JSU did not fare well, 
losing the match 4-15, 6-15, 15-12 
and 11-15 to lose the match 3 
games to 1. 
Oct. 26 JSU traveled to Liv- 
ingston to play the Lady Tigers. 
The Lady Gamecocks won 17-15, 
15-13, 9-15, 12-15 and 15-8 to win 
this match 3 games to 2. Every- 
one got some very valuable 
playing time in this match. 
Oct. 28 and 29 JSU returned to 
Florence to play in the pre- 
conference tournament. On Fri- 
day the Lady Gamecocks had a 
match with UT-Martin. JSU lost 
15-10, 915, 10-15 and 7-15 to lose 
the match 3 games to 1. On 
Saturday JSU played Mississippi 
Co l l ege ,  a n d  t h e  Lady  
Gamecocks won this 15-10, 15-4, 
915 and 15-11 to win the match 3 
games to 1. 
JSU now stands a t  16-12 over- 
all and 4-4 in GSC play. 
Some of the Lady Gamecocks 
are compiling some good stats 
so far this season. Selina 
Carpenter leads the GSC in as- 
sists with 646 in only 23 matches. 
Lisa Jackie1 stands in third 
place in the GSC in blocks with 
82, and she is also in third place 
in aces with 46. 
JSU will travel to Carrollton 
Georgia on Nov. 4 and 5 for the 
West Georgia Invitational. The 
Lady Gamecocks then play a 
conference match at Troy State 
on Nov. 8. 
"Superhoops" entries open 
From Staff Reports pus tournaments with the 
The Schick Super Hoops 3-011-3 chance of winning one of 22 
Basketball Championships, regional championships. 
sponsored by Schick Razors and JSU is participating in this 
Blades, begins its sixth year of year's Super Hoops, which will 
competition on the intramural be on campus Nov. 22. Our win- 
level this year, continuing as ning men's and women's teams 
will advance to the Schick Super 
America's largest college recre- Hoops Regional Festival a t  At- 
ational sports activity. Each lanta, Ga., this spring. 
year, over 200,000 students from To enter, contact the In- 
colleges and universities across tramural Office in Mathews Col- 
the country compete in on-cam- iseum a t  231-5351. 
KENTUCKY 
OKLAHOMA 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24 ,1988  
Playboys - 6 Terminators - 2 6  
Weatherly - 0 Strictly Business - 20 
Second Round 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25 ,1988  
Untouchables - 1 4  Terminators 0 
Gametakers - 24  Strictly Business - 8 
Kappa Sigma - 20 Alpha Tau Omega - 6 * 
Semi-Finals 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 ,1988  
Independent Championship - 
Untouchables - 6 Gametakers - 20 
Fraternity Championship 
Kappa Sigma - 13  Pi Kappa Phi - 14 
FINALS 
[Continued From Page 101 
championship in 1987 as a tight next game we have to wln 
end and tackle coach. reach our goal of making the 
Peavey's apparent loyalty playoffs. It's the next step for W A  -11 
trait still runs true. Not so fast; US.'' 
it runs true for JSU. Denison started at offensive v,, 1 --a,- 
p l m j ~ ~  oj-the Week 
gratulations 
"when I played at T ~ ~ ~ ,  - he guard and tackle for the Trojans 1 - - - - -  
said, "winning the game was and graduated from Troy State 
important. ~~t now it's dif- with a degree in Mathematics. 
ferent. I want the best for Jack- He served as an offensive Center Keith Henderson was 
sonville. Of course, if we lost, ~ ' d  line at Woodham High 
get a lot of harassment from the in PensacO1a, 'la. named "Player of the Week" for his 
other side." But this Saturday, both De- 
nison and Peavey will again be outstanding play against UT-Marh'n. 
Even though the rivalry seed on the sidelines of a JSU-TSU 
is buried deeper inside Denison, game, bnt not in the position 
ge Henderson is a member of the offens- 
who grew UP a-ound T ~ O Y  state, they were accustomed to for ive line that has enabled JSUS  wish- 
his loyalty also rests in the four years. This time, these two 
Gamecocks. former TSU players will trade in bone offense to average 333.1 yards and 
"I'd like to beat them," said their cardinal-red Trojan jer- 26.9 points per game. 
Denison, "Just because - , ;  ,it ,our :. seas, fo,r,,the tr~e,r;t?d of. J$U:. : . . ~ . , 
.e's,&.>*,' ,*,- # . . * . .  .n.*,,.-..a~.-.-..'.~ - - -  . 
, . 
9.99 LADIES' FALL PANTS 
One select group in great solid colors! 
1 / 2 OFF LADIES' & QUEEN SEPARATES 
One fall group Reg. to $35! 
AND 1 4.99 up! LADIES' FALL ROBES 
Big new shipment of warm robes for winter! 
1 / 3 - 1 / 2 &F CHILDREN'S SEPARATES 
Great end of the month bargain buys! 
Select sale grouo Reg. $27! 
EAa 3 /$I 0 MEN'S TIES 1 3.99 
1 large selectiond cottons & silks! 
1 / 2 OFF JR. FALL COORDINATES 
One rack famous maker mix & match pieces! 1 
1 / 3 OFF JR. FALL DRESSES 
One rack assorted styles Reg. to $30! 
1 9.99 JR. FALL DRESSES 
Special purchase savings group Reg. t o  $40! 
1.88 a 5.88 LADIES' CLEARANCE SHOES 
Final clearance stvles . . . manv famous brands! rn 
1 / 2 OFF MEN5 CLEARANCE SHOES 
You take 7/2 off suggested retails on this group! 
36.88 REEBOK~ NEWPORT CLASSIC i Men's & Women's sizes. Reg. $43! I 
